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Abstract
In this paper, we focus on the problem of rank-sensitive proportionality preservation
when aggregating outputs ofmultiple recommender systems in dynamic recommenda-
tion scenarios. We believe that individual recommenders may provide complementary
views on the user’s preferences or needs, and therefore, their proportional (i.e. unbi-
ased) aggregation may be beneficial for the long-term user satisfaction.We propose an
aggregation framework (FuzzDA) based on a modified D’Hondt’s algorithm (DA) for
proportional mandates allocation. Specifically, we adjusted DA to register fuzzymem-
bership of items and modified the selection procedure to balance both relevance and
proportionality criteria. Furthermore, we propose several iterative votes assignment
strategies and negative implicit feedback incorporation strategies to make FuzzDA
framework applicable in dynamic recommendation scenarios. Overall, the framework
should provide benefits w.r.t. long-term novelty of recommendations, diversity of
recommended items as well as overall relevance. We evaluated FuzzDA framework
thoroughly both in offline simulations and in online A/B testing. Framework variants
outperformed baselines w.r.t. click-through rate (CTR) inmost of the evaluated scenar-
ios. Some variants of FuzzDA also provided the best or close-to-best iterative novelty
(while maintaining very high CTR). While the impact of the framework variants on
user-wise diversity was not so extensive, the trade-off between CTR and diversity
seems reasonable.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, we experienced a gradual shift in the perceived role of recommender
systems (RSs). Until recently, RS was mostly viewed as algorithms that learn users’
preferences (from their past feedback) and subsequently recommend items that fit to
those preferences.Wedenote this as a static viewon recommender systems.Nowadays,
many researchers start to perceive recommender systems as a part of a dynamically
changing environment. In contrast to the static view on RS, main premises of dynamic
RS are that:

– User preferences are dynamic, they can develop over time or be influenced by
current needs, contexts or available choices.

– Instead of a static feedback dataset, a stream of feedback events pours into the
system. The most relevant information for users’ preference estimation is often
carried by the most recent events.

– Novel users and items continuously emerge in the system. Requests for recom-
mendationmay come at anymoment, and sometimes, no novel (positive) feedback
is received between two consecutive requests.

The dynamic setting for RS naturally brings a brand new set of challenges and prob-
lems. One of the main challenges is the ability of RS to quickly adapt to the gradual or
sudden changes in user’s preferences. Training of traditional RS such as matrix fac-
torization would require a prohibitive amount of time. Therefore, various incremental
learning approaches, e.g., Vinagre et al. (2014), or session-aware approaches, e.g.,
(Ludewig and Jannach 2018; Quadrana et al. 2018), were proposed to responsively
adapt to most recent user needs. Considerable attention also received the problem of
reliable offline evaluation under the constraints of dynamic RS (Ludewig and Jannach
2018).

A different set of challenges comes from the repetitions in user behavior. In static
scenarios, items with existing user feedback are not recommended, because these
cannot be present in the test set. Also, one list of recommendations is usually generated
and evaluated for each test set user. Nonetheless, in real world, it is quite common
that users re-visit or consume items several times (e.g., repeatedly playing a favorite
song). Therefore, in some situations it may be relevant to repeatedly recommend
already visited items (Lerche et al. 2016).

Furthermore, depending on the structure of the web, users may spend a significant
portion of their visit outside pages dedicated to specific items (e.g., on homepage,
various category pages, etc.). It is natural to recommend items on these pages as
well. However, if common types of feedback are assumed (item ratings, item visits,
item consumption), it may often happen that several consecutive requests for recom-
mendation must be fulfilled without any new feedback from the user. The question
is whether repeated recommendation of the same items would be of any use to the
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user, or, e.g., we should consider the previous items’ exposure as supporting (weakly
negative) feedback.

The final set of challenges comes from the capability of dynamic RS to affect user’s
behavior. In static scenario, RS is viewed as simple responders to the (predefined)
user preferences. Nonetheless, by (not) displaying certain content, user preferences
(or at least our view of preferences inferred from the received feedback) may change
gradually. This effect is more prevalent in systems, where the majority of content is
personalized such as Facebook or Netflix, but it may appear on other sites as well.
Once embracing that RS is partially responsible for the development of users’ views
and preferences, several concerns may be raised. One direction considers algorithmic
fairness issues (i.e., is the RS biased against some groups of users or items?Mansoury
2021; Elahi et al. 2021). The other direction considers the long-term effects of RS
exposure (Nguyen et al. 2014; Symeonidis et al. 2019; Ge et al. 2020; Lunardi et al.
2020; Sinha et al. 2016), which is more relevant for our work.

Let us, for instance, mention the feedback loops problem (Sinha et al. 2016). The
problem can be formulated as follows: Suppose to have a system, where most of
its content is personalized (recommended) according to (supposed) user preferences.
Capability of users to find additional content independently is limited. Then, due to
the lack of other choices, users tend to consume some of the recommended content no
matter whether they are fully satisfied with it. The consumption behavior (considered
as a positive feedback) in turn reinforces the user preferencemodel, forming a feedback
loop. Over time, RS become overfitted to the reinforced preference model, unable to
deliver sufficiently novel and surprising results. Even though the recommendations
might had been interesting and relevant at first, the lack of novelty and diversity
eventually deteriorates user’s experience. Related problems of filter bubbles (Nguyen
et al. 2014), echo chambers (Ge et al. 2020) or popularity bias (Abdollahpouri and
Burke 2019; Abdollahpouri et al. 2020) also continue to receive considerable attention
from the research community.

1.1 Motivation

Various approaches were proposed to mitigate the problem of deteriorating long-term
performance ofRS.These approaches includemaintenance of sufficient catalogue cov-
erage, randomization of the recommendation procedure, considering diversity, novelty
or serendipity of recommended items, calibration w.r.t. various axes of user prefer-
ences or some notion of fairness in items representation (Kotkov et al. 2016; Bertani
et al. 2020; Kaminskas and Bridge 2016; Lathia et al. 2010; Steck 2018; Lathia et al.
2010).

A common denominator for many of these approaches is that they (directly or
indirectly) utilize some concept of proportionality.

For instance, suppose that we are aiming on enhancing the diversity of provided
recommendations. Such task can be up to some extent re-formulated as increasing
the proportionality of representation for certain sub-areas in a metric space induced
by the notion of items similarity (see, e.g., Dang and Croft (2012) or the extended
calibration concept in Steck (2018)). Similar re-formulation can be used for variants
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of catalogue coverage metrics as well if one-hot representation of items is consid-
ered. Studies focused on the popularity bias and calibration phenomena often aim to
minimize some form of disproportionality between the proposed recommendations
and user profiles (Abdollahpouri et al. 2020; Steck 2018). Also, methods dealing with
the filter bubbles phenomenon mostly focus on some form of similarity relaxation
among recommended items (Lunardi et al. 2020), or introduce additional optimiza-
tion axis less correlatedwith the estimated relevance of items (Symeonidis et al. 2019).
As a result, they indirectly manipulate with the proportionality of exploitation- and
exploration-oriented recommendations.

Based on the previous paragraph, we can see that the proportionality of repre-
sentation concept is (directly or indirectly) linked with many extensively researched
phenomena in RS. However, to the best of our knowledge, the proportionality concept
itself did not receive much attention by the recommender systems community yet.

Themain contribution of this paper is a proposal of FuzzDA framework focusing on
the proportionality preservation problem in dynamic recommending ecosystems. In
this paper, we evaluate one possible use-case for the framework, namely proportional
aggregation of multiple base recommending algorithms. However, let us already now
highlight that the framework or its parts may be useful in other areas of RS research as
well, e.g., group recommendation problem (Kaya et al. 2020), proportional represen-
tation of items’ sub-components (Starychfojtu and Peska 2020) or calibrating various
quality criteria (novelty, diversity, relevance) of recommendations.

The selected use-case is based on the assumption that individual recommending
algorithms can be considered as different (latent) views on user’s interests or prefer-
ences. Supposedly, the more the base recommending algorithms internally differ (e.g.,
collaborative vs. content-based vs. session-based), the more diverse viewpoints they
take. Suppose further that as long as the hypotheses behind these algorithms are sound
and they are trained on up-to-date data, their recommendations should be considerably
different from one another and at least partially relevant for the user. Therefore, by
giving users the access to multiple base recommenders, we can broaden their avail-
able choices and hopefully contribute towards both increasing perceived relevance
of the system and decreasing the negative effects of feedback loop or filter bubble
phenomenons. Figure1 provides a schematic display of the desired effect.

There are several challenges hidden behind this illustrative example. First, the
proper selection of the RS portfolio is crucial. Substantially inferior RS could hurt the
overall performance of the system, while selecting too similar RS would not provide
the required diversity. However, even if the selection was made properly, the perfor-
mance of individual RS may vary greatly either in general or for particular users or
contexts. Therefore, the proposed approach should be capable of assessing the perfor-
mance of base RS and reflect it during the selection procedure (i.e., do not display too
many items from inferior recommenders). Furthermore, if a certain item is agreed on
by multiple base RS, it can be understood as an additional evidence of its relevance,
and this should be also reflected during the selection procedure. Finally, many rec-
ommending algorithms cannot adapt quickly enough to the most recent user context
and feedback (especially inactions on the recently recommended items, i.e., implicit
negative feedback). Therefore, capability to react immediately on the negative feed-
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of the desired effect of proportionality-preserving aggregation of RS. Note that
items recommended w.r.t. single best recommender (RS3) cover only a small section of user’s preferences
in contrast to the aggregated approach, while the relevance of both approaches remains similar. Aggregated
approach aims to respect the relevance of individual recommenders (denoted by its intersection with user’s
preference) and prefers items on which more base RS agreed

back as well as current user’s context should be also incorporated into the proposed
approach.

1.2 FuzzDA framework

The proposed FuzzDA framework comprises of three main components. Votes assign-
ment strategies observe the recent performance of base RS and derive their estimated
relevance (i.e., votes) for the current context. Proportionality-preserving aggregator
utilizes these votes together with the recommendations of base RS and returns the final
list of recommendations. The final list should maintain the proportionality between
assigned votes and recommended items,1 but also represent those items that received
best ratings overall. Thus, defined proportionality preservation can be considered as
one possible approximation of fairness in recommender systems.2 Finally, the nega-
tive feedback incorporation strategies focus on the recent feedback from the user and
limit the relevance of those items that were recently ignored by the user.3

The proposed FuzzDA framework aims to address several of the previously
described dynamic RS challenges, namely maintaining long-term usability of rec-

1 We specifically consider the term rank-sensitive proportionality, which will be formally defined in
Sect. 3.2.2. Intuitively, we want that each prefix of the results follows the votes distribution as closely
as possible.
2 Specifically, we utilize a component-based notion of fairness similarly to Steck (2018). Instead of eval-
uating fairness w.r.t. individuals or groups of individuals, we consider the fairness of representing various
views on the user’s needs and preferences with the goal to reflect them according to their corresponding
proportions.
3 To be more specific, we consider both the temporal distance of such events (i.e., what is the chance that
the user has changed his/her mind in the meantime) and position of the item within the results (i.e., what is
the chance that the user simply overlooked the recommendation).
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ommendations, capability to adjust recommendations to the recent user feedback and
context and ability to properly handle repeated requests for recommendations. We
also propose innovative offline simulations to evaluate RS in a similar fashion to
being deployed online in dynamic environments.

Some portions of FuzzDA framework were introduced in our previous work (Peška
and Balcar 2019; Balcar and Peska 2020). In contrast to these publications, we propose
several new alternatives to the individual components of FuzzDA framework and
provide much more thorough evaluation w.r.t. multiple beyond-accuracy metrics.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:

– We propose FuzzDA framework for proportionality-preserving RS aggregation.
The framework is modular, and we propose several variants of aggregation algo-
rithm, votes assignment strategies and models of implicit negative feedback
incorporation, which make the system suitable for usage under the constraints
of dynamic RS.

– We propose innovative offline simulations to evaluate the performance of FuzzDA
framework. Specifically, we focus on a not-yet explored phenomenon of repeated
requests for recommendations.

– We evaluate variants of FuzzDA frameworkw.r.t. several metrics including various
notions of novelty and diversity, popularity bias and estimated click-through rate
(CTR) with favorable results on two datasets. Notably, variants of FuzzDA were
able to maintain uncompromised CTR performance while increasing the iterative
novelty of recommended items. FuzzDA also improved the relevance–diversity
trade-off in many evaluated scenarios.

– We also performed an online A/B test on a small e-commerce enterprise, where a
variant of FuzzDA received the highest CTR and diversity scores.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we provide an overview
of the related work as well as some background knowledge utilized in the rest of
the paper. The main content of the paper (i.e., FuzzyDA framework and its variants)
is presented in Sect. 3. Sections4 and 5 describe the evaluation protocol and results,
respectively, and finally the conclusions and future work are outlined in Sect. 6.

2 Background and related work

In this section, we would like to discuss several areas related to our work and describe
the background on which we build the FuzzyDA framework.

We start with an overview of aggregation methods in recommender systems
(Sect. 2.1) with a specific focus on list-wise aggregation techniques. In Sect. 2.2, we
provide an introduction into proportional mandates allocation strategies, especially
D’Hondt’s algorithm, which was a direct inspiration for our work. We follow with a
more generic discussion on the concepts of proportionality and calibration in recom-
mender systems (Sect. 2.3). Our work is framed into the dynamic recommendation
problem.We discuss its properties and impact on the proposed framework in Sect. 2.4.
We specifically focus on offline simulations of dynamic RS (Sect. 2.4.1) and beyond-
accuracy metrics in the context of dynamic RS (Sect. 2.4.2). Finally, in Sect. 2.5 we
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discuss assumptions made about the behavior of users and their implications on the
proposed framework and offline evaluation procedures.

2.1 Aggregations in recommender systems

There is a considerable track of research that takes into account some sort of aggre-
gation in various domains of recommender system. In an overview paper by Beliakov
et al. (2015), authors describe various stages of the recommendation process, where
aggregation may be applicable. Some of the variants are aggregation of features in
content-based approaches, neighborhood formation inK nearest-neighbors algorithms
(KNN) or weighted hybrid systems that aggregates output of multiple recommender
systems. Our approach belongs to the last group.

The multiple RS aggregation problem may be formalized as follows: Suppose we
have several base recommenders R1, . . . , Rm and an aggregator A. Each recommender
Ri provides an ordered list of recommended items Oi = [oi,1, . . . , oi,n]; oi, j ∈ O,
usually accompanied with scores assigned for each recommended object Si =
[si,1, . . . , si,n]. Furthermore, each recommender has some assigned weight wi , which
reflects its performance.4 The task of the aggregator is to provide the overall rec-
ommendation based on these inputs A : {(O1, S1, w1), . . . , (Om, Sm, wm)} −→
[o1, . . . , ok]; o j ∈ O. Typically, the size of final recommendations list is smaller
than the output of base recommenders (k < n).

Beliakov et al. (2015) further discuss properties of several aggregation functions.
Nonetheless, all mentioned aggregations are item-wise only, i.e., they aggregate results
of each item separately, irrespective of other recommended items. Several other works
from various domains of RS focus on item-wise aggregations as well. Some exam-
ples are reciprocal RS (Neve and Palomares 2019), conference review assignments
(Nguyen et al. 2018) or neighbors aggregation in KNN (Garcin et al. 2009). Some
authors also focus on learning the correct aggregation, e.g., via genetic programming
(Oliveira et al. 2018). Nature-inspired optimizations are nevertheless difficult to utilize
in an online environment, and even in this case, the learned function is still item-wise.

One of the well known disadvantages of item-wise aggregations is the risk of a
systematic bias against some of the aggregated parties (i.e., recommenders in our
case) (Kaya et al. 2020; Serbos et al. 2017; Xiao et al. 2017). For instance, consider
the following example with three recommender systems R1, R2 and R3 that propose
items as shown in Table 1. For simplicity, assume that all recommenders have the same
weight and aggregation function is the (weighted) average of per-item scores. Now, if
top-3 objects are recommended to the user, those will be o1, o3 and o2. Specifically,
not a single object preferred by R3 would be displayed to the user.

Let us consider another situation with two recommenders R4 and R5. This time,
both recommenders have assigned weights w4 = 0.7 and w5 = 0.3. Now, although
the recommender R5 should have certain importance (it has nonzero weight), it has
absolutely no effect on the final ranking if weighted AVG of item’s scores is used. In
fact, the final ranking is exactly opposite to the ranking induced by R5. Obviously,
these examples are over-simplistic, but similar issues may be expected in real-world

4 Note that later in the paper, we also use the term “votes” instead of “weight” with the same meaning.
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Table 1 Example ratings and results of item-wise weighted average aggregations

Object R1 R2 R3 AVG R4; w4 = 0.7 R5; w5 = 0.3 WAVG

o1 0.9 0.8 0.0 0.567 0.9 0.0 0.63

o2 0.6 0.5 0.0 0.367 0.8 0.2 0.62

o3 0.5 0.9 0.0 0.467 0.6 0.3 0.51

o4 0.0 0.1 0.9 0.333 0.3 0.8 0.45

o5 0.1 0.1 0.8 0.333 0.1 0.9 0.34

o6 0.2 0.0 0.7 0.300 0.0 0.9 0.27

situations as well. Also, similar adversary examples may be constructed for other
item-wise aggregation functions.

The main difference between our approach and those described above is the fact
that instead of relying on item-wise aggregations, we propose a list-wise approach to
provide the aggregated ranking of items. (The proposed algorithm is denoted as EP-
FuzzDA.) EP-FuzzDA aims to maximize the exactly proportional fraction of item’s
scores per base recommender and therefore simultaneously optimize for both rele-
vance and proportionality w.r.t. base recommenders.5 Considering EP-FuzzDA and
the first example, the aggregated ranking of items would be o1, o4, o3, o5, o2, o6. For
the second example, the aggregated ranking of items would be o2, o3, o4, o1, o5, o6.
Note that in both cases, all considered recommenders have some high-rated items in
the list of top-3 recommendations.

2.1.1 Aggregations in group recommender systems

There is one sub-area of RS where several approaches focused on aggregation strate-
gies beyond simple item-wise approaches: group recommender systems (Masthoff
2011; Felfernig et al. 2018). Themain paradigm of group RS is that instead of focusing
on the preferences of an individual, recommendations should be provided according
to the preference of several users. Group recommendation strategies usually operate
on top of classical recommending algorithms that supplies them with preferences for
individual users (usually in the form of user-item relevance estimations). Group rec-
ommendation strategies then process individual preferences of group members and
output a list of recommended items for the group. To utilize group recommending
strategies in our use-case, one can simply substitute group members (and their pref-
erences) for different recommending algorithms providing recommendations for the
same user.

Several groupRS focused on the list-wise aggregations (Xiao et al. 2017; Sacharidis
2019; Serbos et al. 2017; Kaya et al. 2020), where some concept of fairness among
group members is introduced and maintained in the final list of recommendations. An
early example is FAI algorithm (Masthoff 2011), which regularly switches between
users and selects the best remaining item of the current user. In this way, FAI indi-
rectly balances the per-user volume of relevant items. More recent approaches usually

5 Details of the algorithm will be given in Sect. 3.2.2.
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explicitly define some per-user utility function, e.g., mean predicted relevance for
user (Xiao et al. 2017) or similarity of aggregated ranking to the per-user ranking
(Sacharidis 2019; Serbos et al. 2017). This utility function then serves as a base for
some fairnessmetrics, such as LeastMisery (minimal utility among users) ormin–max
ratio (ratio between minimal and maximal utility). Finally, some multicriterial opti-
mization solver simultaneously optimizing for selected relevance and fairness metrics
is employed to construct the list of recommendations.

One further enhancement to the above-described methodology was proposed by
Kaya et al. (2020). Instead of focusing on the overall fairness of the whole list, they
introduced a rank-sensitive fairness property of the recommendations and proposed
a greedy optimization algorithm (GFAR) that maintains this property. In contrast to
the list-wise fairness, rank-sensitive fairness considers ordering of items. Specifically,
having a list of top-K recommended items, we denote it as fair in the rank-sensitive
way if each prefix of the list maximizes a selected list-wise fairness metric. In another
words, the first selected item should as much as possible balance the interests of
all group members, so should the first two items, etc. Kaya et al. defined this fairness
through the probability that at least one item is found relevant by the user. The proposed
greedy algorithm in each step selects an item with maximal marginal gain to the sum
of these probabilities.

Similarly as Kaya et al., our proposal maintains the rank-sensitive fairness. How-
ever, both approaches considerably differ in the definition of fairness and subsequently
the selected items. GFAR defines relevance probability via items’ ranks and employs
rather severe penalty for items on lower ranks (which, however, may be still accept-
able for the user). On the other hand, EP-FuzzDA focuses on the sum of predicted
relevance scores obtained from each user and iteratively maximizes the proportional
part of them. As such, EP-FuzzDA tends to select items with higher overall agree-
ment, rather than (close to) best items for individual users as GFAR. Moreover, GFAR
(similarly as other group RS) does not provide a natural way to define importance of
individual users (i.e. individual RS in our use-case), which prevents them from being
directly applicable on our problem.6

2.2 Proportional mandates allocation in public elections

One of the main inspirations for our work are mandates allocation algorithms utilized
in public elections. These methods aim on mapping the volume of per-party votes into
the volume of per-partymandates whilemaintaining the proportionality of constructed
representation. Using a simple projection of parties to individual recommenders and
candidates to recommended items, proportional mandates allocation algorithms may
be applied to solve the RS aggregation problem. In this work, we specifically focus
on D’Hondt’s algorithm (DA, D’Hondt 1882; Medzihorsky 2019) and its extensions.

6 To be more precise, GFAR, FAI and other group RS algorithms implicitly consider fixed uniform
importance of all actors. Therefore, it is theoretically possible to apply them on our use-case, but any
information about the quality of individual RS would be lost. We decided to incorporate FAI algorithm as
one of the baseline aggregators to show the extent to which is this loss significant.
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Fig. 2 An example of D’Hondt’s candidate selection process. The example considers three parties (P1,
P2 and P3), each assigned with different volume of votes. Lines denote the current values of per-party
accountable votes; colored markers denote which party receives the next mandate

DA belongs to the class of greedy selection algorithms. On input, it expects a
set of parties p ∈ P , per-party votes vp and an ordered list of per-party candidates
Cp = [cp,1, . . . , cp,k]. At each step, DA performs the following operations:

1. Select party pbest with the highest volume of accountable votes, best =
argmax∀i ai .

2. Append the first not-yet-selected candidate of the currently best party into the list
of representatives.

3. Decrease the volume of accountable votes of party pbest as follows: abest =
vbest/(mp + 1), where mp is the volume of mandates received by party p.

Figure2 depicts an example of the D’Hondt’s candidate selection process. One can
observe that candidates of individual parties are interleaved approximately according
to the share of per-party votes. The sequence of selections can be understood as a
rank-sensitive proportional ordering of candidates w.r.t. parties popularity.

Although theoretical guarantees of proportionalitywere not discussed in the original
DA description, there were several attempts to provide them subsequently. Sainte-
Laguë (1910) shows that DA always selects a candidate that minimizes the largest
per-party advantage ratio advp = mp/vp. In another words, DA iteratively mini-
mizes the level of over-representation of themost over-represented party. Furthermore,
Medzihorsky (2019) showed that if this criterion is considered as the metric of pro-
portionality, DA separates the votes into a fraction exactly proportionally represented
by the assigned mandates and some nonnegative residual votes (i.e., per-party under-
representation). Subsequently, Medzihorsky shows that DA iteratively maximizes the
volume of exactly proportionally represented votes. This observation (although we
did not follow the same proportionality metric) was the main inspiration behind the
proposed EP-FuzzDA aggregation algorithm.

Nonetheless, DA has several drawbacks which renders it less suitable for the rec-
ommendation aggregation task in online settings.
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1. DA does not account for candidates shared among parties. However, in the context
of recommender systems, we may expect that candidates proposed by multiple
base RS should gain some relevance bonus.

2. Given the votes for individual parties, DA is fully deterministic. This may be
problematic in the repeated recommendations settings (Balcar and Peska 2020),
which is prevalent in real-world scenarios.

3. DA expects that the volume of votes per party is supplied externally. In the context
of recommender systems, this brings the questions of who provides these votes
and on what conditions should they depend. Considering online recommendation
scenarios, we assume that the votes should be updated iteratively based on the
recent performance of individual base RS and possibly also based on the gradually
developing user profile.

In our preliminary works (Peška and Balcar 2019; Balcar and Peska 2020), we
touched some of these challenges. We proposed a fuzzy extension to DA (FuzzDA)
which considers (partial) relevance of candidates to multiple actors and modifies the
selection procedure (Peška and Balcar 2019). Furthermore, in Balcar and Peska (2020)
we proposed a stochastic version of FuzzDA and incorporation of recent implicit neg-
ative feedback to cope with the repeated recommendations problem. In both cases, the
volume of per-recommender votes was not personalized, i.e., base RS started with uni-
form votes, and these were updated incrementally based on RS’s recent performance
(w.r.t. all users).

In contrast to our previous work, we re-visited not only the aggregation algorithm
itself (see Sect. 3.2), but also the votes assignment strategy (Sect. 3.3) as well as the
negative feedback incorporation (Sect. 3.4). We propose and evaluate several modifi-
cations to these components.

2.3 Calibration in recommender systems

The concept of calibrated recommendations was recently introduced by Steck (2018)
with connotations to the fairness of RS. Both calibration and proportionality preser-
vation are highly related concepts, which makes it interesting to compare the work
of Steck (2018) with our own. Steck considers recommendations to be calibrated if
various interests of the user are reflected in the list of recommended items w.r.t. their
appropriate proportions. Specifically, the approach is demonstrated on MovieLens
dataset, where the dimensions of user’s interests correspond to the movie genres. The
level of user’s interest in particular genre is determined as a fraction of movies from
user’s profile that are of that genre. In order to measure the level of (mis)calibration,
Steck utilize Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence between two distributions: p(g|u)

genre’s distribution for movies in the user profile u and q(g|u) genre’s distribution for
recommendedmovies. Steck also proposed an analogy to maximal marginal relevance
algorithm (MMR, Carbonell and Goldstein (1998)) to jointly optimize for relevance
and calibration of the results.

Several papers focused on an interplay between calibration and other related con-
cepts (Lin et al. 2020; Kaya and Bridge 2019; Abdollahpouri et al. 2020). Kaya and
Bridge (2019) focus on the comparison between calibration-enhancing approaches
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and intent-aware approaches, which aim to increase the diversity of results. Instead of
performing the re-ranking w.r.t. pre-selected content-based (CB) feature as in Steck
(2018), Kaya et al. suggested to utilize user’s sub-profiles based on collaborative (CF)
similarity of items. Despite the fact that calibration and diversity are inherently differ-
ent as discussed in Steck (2018), Kaya et al. have shown that intent-aware approaches
often increase calibration up to some extent and vice versa. These results are in line
with our own previous observations on the recipes recommendation domain (Starych-
fojtu and Peska 2020).

Lin et al. (2020) focused on the calibration problem from the user’s perspective.
Authors utilize the same calibration metric as in Steck (2018). They show that for
a small group of users, it is difficult to provide calibrated results across different
recommending algorithms. Nonetheless, their results also show that quite often, if one
RS provides highly miscalibrated results for a certain user, the level of miscalibration
is not as severe in some of the other evaluated algorithms. Lin et al. further observed
that the category-wise user profile entropy and several popularity-related metrics are
the key factors affecting the amount of per-user miscalibration. This was one of the
motivations for applying FuzzDA on multiple base RS. Moreover, in contrast to Steck
(2018), Lin et al. noted that theremay be some positive correlation between calibration
and recommendation relevance, which we also observed in our work.

Abdollahpouri et al. (2020) also evaluated the relation between the calibration and
the level of popularity in user profiles (i.e., propensity to block-busters). Authors uti-
lized the popularity lift between the user profile and recommendations and showed
that the popularity lift is most severe for users with lowest average popularity (i.e.,
users with niche tastes) regardless of the utilized recommending algorithm. Authors
further show that popularity lift positively correlates with the miscalibration of rec-
ommendations across all evaluated algorithms. We utilized a similar definition of a
popularity lift7 in the evaluation.

Nonetheless, one considerable drawbackof bothLin et al. (2020) andAbdollahpouri
et al. (2020) is that authors focused solely on collaborative recommending algorithms.
The effect of various content-based or hybrid recommending algorithms on calibration,
popularity bias and related topics remains to be disclosed. Also, it is not clear whether
CB algorithms provide miscalibrated recommendations for the same groups of users
as CF algorithms do.

There are several directions in which our approach differs from the ones described
in this section. First, we focus on recommender systems in dynamic environments
with varying sets of users and objects, non-stationary user’s interests, etc. Such setting
provides several challenges that were not considered by the approaches described in
this section.

Second, note that we fully agree with the general requirement of Steck (2018) that
RS should provide results proportionally to the various interests of users. Nonethe-
less, instead of evaluating the proportionality through miscalibration and use of some
multicriterial optimization such asMMR, we propose a different view on the problem.

7 We focused on the overall popularity lift per-RS instead of per-user.
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Specifically, we aim to maximize the exactly proportional fraction8 of the estimated
relevance scores and as result provide a single objective to optimize instead of treat-
ing relevance and calibration independently. As we do not directly utilize calibration
property as defined in Steck (2018), we denote our approach as “proportionality-
preserving” rather than “calibrated” to prevent confusion.

Third, instead of aiming on re-ranking the results of a single recommending
algorithmand calibrating itw.r.t. preselectedCBfeature,we aimonproportional aggre-
gation of results w.r.t. multiple base RS. There were several considerations behind this
choice. Central point of our thoughts is the question of “What is the user-perceived
calibration?” or, in another words “How to distinguish among individual interests of
users?”. In some domains, it may be relatively simple to define meaningful features
to base the calibration on (e.g., genres in movie RS). This may, however, not be so
simple in other domains including, e.g., most of the e-commerce. For instance, note
that user’s buying intent often changes as a result of previous purchases (i.e., there is
no need to buy a second dishwasher immediately after the previous one), so calibration
w.r.t. product categories does not make much sense for many e-commerce domains.
Collaborative sub-profiles utilized in Kaya and Bridge (2019) can be considered as
well, but similarly as for an arbitrary selection of CB features, there is no guarantee
that collaborative relations would have any meaning to the user.

Instead, we hypothesize that sufficiently diverse recommending algorithms (e.g.,
one member from each collaborative, content-based and item-based RS families)
provide sufficiently diverse latent views on user’s profiles. Therefore, proportional
aggregation of recommendations induced by these base RS can be considered as a
proxy to the proportional representation of (latent) user’s interests. Although this
hypothesis needs further validation in a dedicated future work, we believe that by
employing sufficiently diverse base RS, one can reveal also those latent axes of user
preferences that would be inaccessible if only a single collaborative RS with explicit
CB or CF sub-profiles is considered.9

Furthermore, if a meaningful explicit division of user’s interests is established,
then, for arbitrary RS, it is possible to filter out only the results consistent with each
such dimension. These results can be then treated as several base RS outputs, so the
proposed FuzzDA framework can be extended to combine both latent and explicit user
interests as well. Therefore, in a sense, our proposal is more generic than Steck (2018).

2.4 Dynamic recommender systems

We are framing our research in the context of online recommender systems for dynam-
ically evolving scenarios with a specific interest in small e-commerce enterprises.

The common view on recommender systems problem is to have a sparse static
matrix of users × i tems, where users’ feedback on items (e.g., views, ratings, pur-
chases) is stored in each cell. The task of RS is then to train its inner model based

8 Exactly proportional fraction with respect to the relevance of individual actors. The actors may be indi-
vidual base RS as in our case or, e.g., values of certain CB property as in Steck (2018).
9 In other words, multiple RSmay provide a broader view of user preferences than a single RSwithmultiple
sub-profiles.
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on available data and subsequently provide predictions on the missing entries of the
matrix. Quality of these predictions is usually evaluated offline w.r.t. entries withheld
from the feedback matrix.

This “static” view of the recommendation problem, however, omits several impor-
tant issues that have to be considered in real-world systems. In reality, the nature of
the recommendation process is dynamic. Novel users and items emerge, some items
may be repeatedly consumed by the user, user’s needs or preferences may change
over time. RS algorithms have to be able to quickly adapt to such changes because
requests for recommendation as well as user’s responses to them may pour in at any
time. Those are just a few examples of situations that are not incorporated in the static
view of the recommendation problem.

One way to model the dynamic nature of real-world recommendation problem is
through sequence-aware RS (Quadrana et al. 2018). Sequence-aware RS considers
the recommendation problem from a temporal perspective. A typical input for such
system is a stream of feedback events interleaved with requests for recommendations.
Feedback events may be connected to individual users, or merely to a session of an
anonymous visitor. A request for recommendation may be received at any timepoint,
which urges RS to maintain some form of online updates of their internal models (e.g.,
through incremental learning (Frigó et al. 2017; Vinagre et al. 2014) or by representing
users through more permanent entities as in item-based or session-based RS Ludewig
and Jannach 2018; Hidasi et al. 2016). Upon request, the typical output of sequence-
aware RS is a list of recommended items similarly as in the static case. However,
instead of primarily focusing on long-term preferences as in static RS, short-term
goals and contexts are often being incorporated (Quadrana et al. 2018).

The shift from long term to short term is motivated by the volatility of user prefer-
ences (Cao et al. 2009). In domains such as multimedia, the drift of user’s preferences
is rather gradual with some short-term noise, so solutions such as time-aware matrix
factorization (Koren 2009) may be suitable. However, in e-commerce and similar
domains, user’s preferences are foremost driven by his/her current shopping needs
(i.e., if users aim to buy something, they tend to consider recommendation’s suitabil-
ity in the context of this intent) (Jannach et al. 2017). In such cases, models with the
ability to adapt to short-term user needs are preferable.We considered this observation
during the process of selecting base RS, which are inmajority capable of incorporating
short-term needs of users.

2.4.1 Offline simulations of dynamic recommender systems

A typical approach to evaluate sequence-aware RS offline is to re-play (i.e., simulate)
the past feedback events in the corresponding order and observe responses of the
recommender system (Quadrana et al. 2018). In this paper, we utilize such simulation-
style offline evaluation protocol—with a few enhancements. Using the vocabulary of
Quadrana et al. (2018), we perform an event-level partitioning on the whole set of
users. The request for recommendation is initiated every time new feedback is received
similarly to Hidasi et al. (2016), Vinagre et al. (2014). Target items are defined with a
fixed look-ahead (i.e., several next items are considered as relevant).
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In contrast to the related work, we further focus on situations, where multi-
ple requests for recommendation are initiated before further (positive) feedback is
received. Furthermore, we employ a user model estimating noticeability of rec-
ommended items based on their position, which allows us to evaluate estimated
click-through rate (CTR) instead of proxy metrics such as nDCG or recall@top-k.
We provide more detailed discussion on both topics in Sect. 2.5.

2.4.2 Long-term relevance of RS and beyond-accuracy metrics

Two of the desired effects of the proposed FuzzDA framework are the ability to
integrate multiple views on user’s preferences and the ability to quickly adjust rec-
ommendations based on negative feedback. Both of these features should contribute
towards increased long-term novelty and diversity of the recommended content, while
maintaining reasonable levels of accuracy w.r.t. user’s current preferences. As such,
these features may considerably decrease the effect of feedback loops (Sinha et al.
2016) and contribute towards long-term sustainability of RS.

One of the first studies considering the effect of novelty or diversity over time
was Lathia et al. (2010). Authors define the iterative novelty of the current list of
recommendations as the fraction of novel items in it (i.e., items not displayed to the
user in any previous recommendations). Authors further shown that iterative novelty
is rather low for three CF-based recommending algorithms and if only subsequent lists
of recommendations are considered, the diversity considerably decreases with the user
profile size. These findings correspond with our own previous work (Balcar and Peska
2020). Authors further propose two algorithms to increase the novelty: switching the
output of several base recommenders and obtaining final top-k recommendations from
the set of top-n (k < n) results at random. Both approaches were included as baselines
in our study. Subsequent work on this topic included, e.g. applying time-aware xQuAD
to increase diversity over time (Anelli et al. 2017; Abdollahpouri and Burke 2019) or
diversity adjustments in session-based recommendations (Esmeli et al. 2020).

The effect of filter bubbles received considerable attention in the past. In an early
work on the filter bubbles problem, Fleder andHosanagar (2009) focused on the overall
sales diversity, and by utilizing an analytical model of recommendation process, they
shown that evaluated RS tends to direct various users to the same items and therefore
on the global level lead to less diversity. These resultswere corroborated by a follow-up
study on the Apple iTunes (Hosanagar et al. 2014). User-wise effects of filter bubbles
were evaluated, e.g., by Nguyen et al. (2014) using the MovieLens data. Authors
focused on the CB diversity of items recommended to users as well as items rated
by these users. The diversity was evaluated for blocks of items per-user and therefore
reflected the effect of user’s seniority (i.e., the volume of visited items per user).
Authors shown that the diversity of both rated and recommended items drops for more
senior users, therefore corroborating the content diversity deterioration effect in RS.
Similar approach was taken by Lunardi et al. (2020) for the news recommendation
problem. Authors define a homogenity-level metric on items selected by users to
assess the severity of the filter bubble effect. We utilize a similar metric in the results
evaluation; however, we substituted the Jaccard similarity by the cosine similarity,
which is more suitable for our CB data. Authors have also shown that by utilizing
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MMR re-ranking, the level of homogenity can be decreased. This together with the
work of Abdollahpouri and Burke (2019) was an inspiration for the iterative MMR
extensions applied on the WAVG baseline aggregator (described in Sect. 4.4).

Both temporal diversity, iterative novelty and filter bubbles are highly correlated
research topics. Based on the related work, the main difference seems to be in the
applied evaluationmetrics. The approaches focused on the temporal diversity enhance-
ments mainly evaluate the user-wise diversity of provided recommendations. On the
other hand, approaches focused on the filter bubble problemmostly focus on the diver-
sity of user’s choices, e.g., diversity of consumed items (either individually per-user
or overall through some approximation of the catalogue coverage). One of our inten-
tions is to observe the level of correlation between the selection and recommendation
diversity; therefore, both metric variants were included in the evaluation procedure.

2.5 User behavior model

The proposed FuzzDA framework as well some properties of the offline simulations
(Sect. 4.1) is based on assumptions we made about the behavior of users. This section
summarizes these assumptions and provides the necessary background for the pro-
posed models. We specifically focus on three aspects: noticeability of recommended
items, stability of user’s preferences and repeated requests for recommendations.

2.5.1 Noticeability of recommended items

In common RS offline evaluation scenarios, it is implicitly believed that once the
relevant object is listed in the recommendations, it is observed by the user. This
belief is reflected by the usage of metrics such as recall@top-k or precision@top-
k, which simply counts relevant items in the list of top-k recommendations. However,
the assumption of an all-seeing user is not very realistic in the real world. During
the usage of the system, the user may be distracted in various ways and especially
in complex GUIs, he/she may simply miss some portions of the page. Furthermore,
various content fragments may be displayed for different periods of time, on various
screen regions, or even not at all (Peska and Vojtas 2017). Applying this to the list
of displayed recommendations, there is a chance that user misses a recommendation,
even though it is relevant.

Some relevance metrics such as nDCG discount the relevance of items based on
their rank. Such behavior may represent a belief that items lower in the list, although
being relevant, may be unintentionally skipped (i.e., not noticed) by the user. The level
of relevance discounts may be understood as the aggregated probability of the skip
behavior. Such metrics work fine as long as the recommender is not expected to react
on “ignore” behavior of users. However, such requirements are imposed by several
groups of RS, e.g. multi-armed bandits (Brodén et al. 2018) or our own FuzzDA
framework. Therefore, a different approach is needed.

Instead of utilizing aggregated skip estimation as in nDCG, we devised a stochastic
approach. For each request for recommendation received in the offline simulation,
we randomly sample whether the user did or did not observe an item at a specific
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rank. There is a plethora of ways to create probabilistic distributions for such a task.
To reduce the space, we focus on variants that use only the item’s rank (k) on input
and that are non-decreasing w.r.t. the rank. There are some related studies utilizing
eye-tracking to quantify the eye fixations over designated areas of interest, which is
one possible proxy metric for the noticeability of items (Zhao et al. 2016; Granka
et al. 2008; Joachims et al. 2007). If the results are displayed sequentially below each
other (e.g., as in search engines), the fixations often follow so-called golden triangle
pattern (Granka et al. 2008). The volume of fixations per search result drops (close
to) linearly for a major part of the displayed page (Joachims et al. 2007). This was a
main inspiration for the linear noticeability model. More recently, Zhao et al. (2016)
considered the problem of gaze distribution in a grid-based interface such as YouTube
or MovieLens. Their results show almost identical fixation probabilities for first two
rows of the results grid, while the fixation probability of the right part of the row
remains fairly constant. Furthermore, authors denoted that given sufficient dwell time
(approx. 60 s), all grid positions reach a reasonably high probability of being fixated
(80% and more). This was a main inspiration for the static noticeability model.

There are certain limitations to the mentioned studies. First, authors considered
rather simple page layouts (1D list or 2D grid of results), while, e.g., e-commerce
pages often contain numerous GUI elements that can distract the user in various ways.
Second, authors did not explicitly consider the effect of not initially visible content.
Third, we lack the quantification of how many fixations imply that the object was
actually noticed by the user and whether there are other factors affecting this relation.
As a result, although we followed the overall tendencies of the described research in
the proposed noticeability models, the exact settings are illustratory and should be
re-considered when utilized for a different domain or page layout. Additionally, we
devised a noticeability estimation model based on the difference between displayed
and accessed items in one of the evaluated datasets.

To sum up, we evaluated three different noticeability models: static, linear and
power-law.

The static model assumes that all items have the same chance of being noticed,
specifically Pstatic(noticed|k) = 0.8. This model may correspond to smaller grid-
based recommendation lists displayed on prominent positions (e.g., top-right) within
the page layout. The model also assumes rather thorough users who spent sufficient
time to evaluate the page.

The linear model assumes that probability of being noticed linearly drops with the
rank of an item. In the evaluation, top-20 recommended items were considered and
probabilities of thefirst and last (i.e., 20th) itemswere set tomax = 0.9 andmin = 0.1,
respectively. Probabilities of the remaining items were linearly interpolated frommin
and max values. This model simulates a moderate drop of noticeability that may
correspond to a vertical list of items, where most of the items are within initially
visible area of the page.

Finally, the power-law model represents a conservative estimation of average
noticeability on one of the datasets (SLAN tour, ST) used in this paper. Specifically,
we utilized our earlier work on ST dataset (Peska and Vojtas 2020) and focused on the
comparison between items that were recommended and clicked and items that were
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Fig. 3 Empirical notice
probability and fitted power–law
curve for ST dataset

recommended and later accessed by the user.10 Note that clicked ⊂ accessed. Let
clicked[k] and accessed[k] denote all items recommended on k-th position that were
clicked and accessed, respectively. Based on a conservative assumption that accessed
items represent all relevant items for a particular user, it is possible to define the
probability of noticing relevant item as P(noticed|k) = |clicked[k]|/|accessed[k]|.
These values are depicted in Fig. 3. However, as the original dataset provided data for
only top-6 recommendations, we extended the empirical results via a fitted power–law
curve as can be also seen in Fig. 3.

If sufficient data are available, our approach could be extended, e.g., by incorporat-
ing the page layout, actual response from users (scrolling, mouse motion, dwell time)
or variable capability of items to draw user’s attention. Nonetheless, we leave these to
the future work.

2.5.2 Stability of user preferences

Another important consideration was how to determine the level of stability of user’s
preferences. In offline simulations, the stability of user’s preferences has a key impact
on which items (from user’s future feedback) can be considered as relevant for the
user at the current timepoint. As stated by Quadrana et al. (2018), there is no gener-
ally acceptable agreement on this point. Various authors applied different approaches
ranging from considering only the next event as relevant to considering all future
events as relevant [not to mention additional approaches aiming to detect changes in
preferences directly, e.g. Eskandanian et al. (2018)]. Our stance is somewhat closer
to the next-item prediction as preferences in e-commerce may change rapidly. On the
other hand, at least in ST dataset, users tend to pursue a single goal for some time
(i.e., we can observe short sequences of several related visited items or categories), so
next-item strategy would tend to reject items already relevant from user’s perspective.
To cope with both constraints, we apply a next-k items strategy, i.e., considering all
items occurred in the next k user’s events as relevant for him/her. In evaluations, we set

10 We also checked how far in the future user accessed the item. However, as the vast majority of events
occurred within several minutes after the recommendation, we did not pursue this variable any further.
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k = 5, which encompasses most of the sequence lengths observed in the ST dataset,
and leave the effect of different next-k lengths for the future work.

2.5.3 Repeated requests for recommendations

Finally, we also considered how frequently does the user requests recommendations
as compared to how frequently he/she provides feedback. The analysis of the ST
dataset (see Sect. 4.2.2) revealed that less than a half of recorded feedback events got
a specific target item. Other events were recorded on category pages, search results,
etc. A vast majority of recommending algorithms cannot process a feedback not given
on a specific item, so such events are only rarely present in RS datasets. However,
it is quite common that some recommendations are offered throughout the website,
including category pages or a homepage.

A typical approach in offline simulations is to initiate one request for recommen-
dation each time a new event occurred. However, this may cause some discrepancies,
because requests for recommendations that would normally occur, e.g., on category
page visits are simply omitted. The main reason why this bothers us is the fact that
multiple requests for recommendation may be triggered with exactly the same user
profiles (with no additional feedback received in the meantime). While a conserva-
tive strategy would be to provide the same recommendations, there are other options,
which we discuss in Sect. 3.4.

In order to accommodate for potentially missing requests for recommendations, we
introduced a repeat parameter R to the offline simulations. Instead of triggering one
request for recommendation between each two feedback events, we repeat the request
R-times, giving algorithms a chance to adjust their recommendations. In evaluation,
we focused on R = 1, 2 and 3.

Please note that the problem of repeated requests for recommendation essentially
differs from the problem of repeated recommendations (Jannach et al. 2017; Lerche
et al. 2016; Schedl et al. 2018). In the repeated requests for recommendation, we
consider whether the recently recommended items (not consumed by the user) should
be recommended again. In contrast, in repeated recommendation problem, authors
focus on whether/when should be the already consumed/visited item recommended
again.

3 FuzzDA framework

3.1 Overview

The proposed FuzzDA framework for RS aggregation has three main components:
aggregation algorithm itself, votes assignment strategy and negative implicit feedback
penalization strategy. Figure4 provides an overview of the proposed approach.

The aggregation algorithm utilizes recommendations of base RS and aggregates
them into a single list of recommendations. Formally, the input of aggregator A can be
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Fig. 4 Schematics of the proposedRS aggregator. The central part of the proposal is RS aggregator (FuzzDA
or EP-FuzzDA). Results of base RS are supplied through the negative feedback penalization component,
which utilizes models for user’s noticeability and history (preference stability). Each recommended item
carries the information on its support from individual RS (depicted as colored bars next to the item). Based
on the individual support and user’s positive or negative feedback on each item, votes assignment strategy
adjust votes for base RS

viewed as a function A : {(O1, S1, v1), . . . , (Om, Sm, vm)} −→ [o1, . . . , ok], where
Oi , Si and vi are recommended items, their scores and votes of i-th recommender
system in the portfolio. We focused on aggregation variants capable of preserving the
proportionality of votes fraction assigned to individual RS. While Oi and Si are pro-
vided by the RS itself, votes have to be supplied externally, which is the responsibility
of the votes assignment component. We focused on variants capable of small incre-
mental updates to enable online votes updates. One variant is based on the stochastic
gradient descent; other two are borrowed from the domain of reinforcement learning.
Finally, the penalization strategies are based on the recent negative implicit feedback
received from the current user. They decrease the Si scores of those items that seem
(based on the negative feedback) irrelevant for the user at current time.11

11 I.e., at the time the recommendations are generated.
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In the rest of this section, we describe the proposed variants for each of these com-
ponents. We start with the variants of proportional aggregators (Sect. 3.2), followed
by votes assignment strategies (Sect. 3.3) and penalization models for implicit nega-
tive feedback (Sect. 3.4). Finally, in Sect. 3.5 we discuss limitations of the proposed
framework.

3.2 Proportional RS aggregations

3.2.1 FuzzDA aggregation algorithm

In Peška and Balcar (2019), we proposed a fuzzifying extension to the D’Hondt’s
election algorithm (FuzzDA). The main aim of FuzzDA is to enable fuzzy member-
ship of candidates in multiple parties. Although this requirement is not of much use in
the original domain of public elections, it is well suited to describe the reality of RS
aggregations. Assume to have a list of several base RS. Upon the request for recom-
mendation, each recommender Ri is represented with the ordered list of recommended
items Oi , scores assigned to them Si and votes assigned to each recommender vi . It
is not uncommon for a pair of base RS to share some of the recommended items,
i.e., Oi ∩ Oj �= ∅. The working hypothesis of FuzzDA is that if an object is jointly
recommended by multiple base RS, this should be considered as an additional evi-
dence of its relevance (i.e., some relevance bonus should be gained by the object). The
original DA algorithm would ignore objects’ co-occurrences and treat each base RS’s
list independently.

Algorithm 1 Fuzzy D’Hondt’s Aggregation
Input: Ri ∈ R: set of base RS, o ∈ O: set of candidate objects, s̄i,o ∈ [0, 1]: normalized recommender-
object relevance scores; ∀Ri : ∑

∀o s̄2i,o = 1, k: number of items to select, vi ∈ [0, 1]: votes for base RS;
∑

∀Ri vi = 1
Output: list of aggregated recommendations OA

1: OA = []; ∀Ri : ai = vi ; ∀Ri : ki = 1;

2: for i ∈ [0, ..., k] do
3: for o ∈ O \ OA do
4: gaino = ∑

∀Ri ai ∗ s̄i,o
5: end for

6: select obest = argmax∀o(gaino); append obest to OA
7: ∀Ri : ki = ki + s̄i,best
8: ∀Ri : ai = vi /ki
9: end for
10: return OA

The pseudocode of FuzzDA is depicted in Algorithm 1. In order to account for
objects’ co-occurrences, we consider Si scores to be fuzzy membership indicators.
The desired semantics of the scores is: To what extent does the object belong to the
recommendations according to a particular base RS? Not all scoring mechanisms
of base RS are “off-the-shelf” compatible with such semantics. Furthermore, various
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base RS may provide scores of different magnitude, which may cause unjustified
advantages over other RS. To cope with these obstacles, we first discard all scores that
may correspond to the negative preference.12 Then, for each base RS, the remaining
scores are scaled to have unit L2 norm. We can assume that objects not ranked by a
particular RS can be considered as irrelevant to it and therefore zero scores can be
assigned to them.13 We denote the resulting normalized scores as S̄i .

Scores for individual objects are calculated on line 4. We are using an and-like
connection between the current accountable votes of particular recommender (ar ) and
relevance of object for that particular recommender (s̄r ,o). On the other hand, or-like
connections are applied while aggregating scores of different recommenders, which
accounts for the modality of views on user’s preferences as applied by the base RS.

It can be seen that FuzzDA provides the same results as the original D’Hondt’s
mandates allocation algorithm (DA, Sect. 2.2), if two conditions are met:

– The lists of recommended items are disjoint.
– The relevance score for a candidate on k-th position is defined as 1 − k ∗ ε for
some sufficiently small epsilon. 14

As such, FuzzDA represents one possibleway to extendDA for items co-occurrence. If
FuzzDA is used for for RS aggregation problem, it would particularly prefer itemswith
high scores for those base RS that are relevant, but were neglected so far (and therefore
have high ai values). In this way, FuzzDA reflects both relevance and proportionality
metrics. However, it does not provide any theoretical guarantees for either of those
metrics. This was the main reason behind the proposal of the EP-FuzzDA algorithm.

3.2.2 EP-FuzzDA aggregation algorithm

Similarly as FuzzDA, Exactly-Proportional FuzzDA (EP-FuzzDA) is a greedy algo-
rithm that iteratively selects the next best candidate to the list of final recommendations.
The preprocessing steps and inputs are the same for both algorithms. However, in
contrast to FuzzDA,EP-FuzzDAprovides a rank-sensitive optimization of theExactly-
Proportional relevance sum (or EP-rel-sum for short). Let us first describe how we
derive the EP-rel-sum criterion and what do we mean by rank-sensitive optimization
and then continue with the description of EP-FuzzDA algorithm.15

The basic idea for EP-rel-sum was sparked by the work of Medzihorsky (2019).
Medzihorsky showed that if certain proportionality criterion is applied, DA separates
the per-party votes into two parts: a fraction that is exactly proportionally represented
by the assigned mandates and some nonnegative residual votes (i.e., per-party under-
representation). Medzihorsky also showed that DA iteratively maximizes the volume
of exactly proportionally represented votes.

12 We approximate this task by keeping only top-N most preferred objects per base RS.
13 Internally, sparse matrices of scores are used.
14 So that the difference in relevance scores would only affect the ordering within a single party, not the
sequence of selected party members.
15 Note that we simultaneously proposed the EP-FuzzDA algorithm also for the group recommendation
problem (Malecek and Peska 2021).
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Now, the mandates allocation problem considers neither the varying relevance of
candidates (i.e., s̄i, j scores assigned to items) nor the possible intersections in the lists
of proposed candidates. However, both of these conditions are common in RS aggre-
gations. A natural consequence is that some candidates may be better in average or
even Pareto-dominating16 to some other candidates. This may pose a following prob-
lem. While seeking for the proportionality preservation, one can find a combination
of items that perfectly balance the relevance of base RS. Nonetheless, it is possible
that one of the selected items is inferior (w.r.t. all base RS) to another item and yet
this combination is not used, because it provides slightly worse balance.

Our solution to this problem is as follows (see Algorithm 2 for details). At each
iteration, the overall utility of all candidate items is calculated. By default, the sum of
the item’s scores w.r.t. all base RS is utilized, but we limit the accountable relevance
scores per base RS (i.e., if a particular RS has too large share in the so-far constructed
results, we ignore its relevance scores while selecting the next item). The per-RS limit
is the exactly proportional portion (w.r.t. assigned votes) of the total relevance of all
items in the so far constructed list of recommendations.

Let us describe this ideawith an example.Consider three base recommenders R1, R2
and R3 with assigned votes share 0.5, 0.3 and 0.2, respectively. Furthermore, consider
that they recommend the items as stated in Table 1. Starting at the first iteration with
an empty list of recommendations, we consider to add o1 to the list. Total relevance of
o1 is 0.9+0.8+0.0 = 1.7. Proportional fractions of the total relevance are 0.85, 0.51
and 0.34 for R1, R2 and R3, respectively. Therefore, the prospective gain of adding
o1 is 0.85 + 0.51 + 0.0 = 1.36. After evaluating all candidate objects, it turns out to
be the best gain and therefore we select o1.

Lets move to the next iteration, considering o5. Its total relevance is 0.1 + 0.1 +
0.8 = 1.0. Proportional shares of the base recommenders are calculated from the
total relevance of already selected items plus the prospective one, i.e., 1.7 + 1.0.
The proportional shares are 1.35, 0.81 and 0.54 for R1, R2 and R3, respectively.
Given the already selected objects, the not-yet-accounted part of these shares are
1.35 − 0.9 = 0.45, 0.81 − 0.8 = 0.01 and 0.54 − 0.0 = 0.54. The prospective gain
of o5 is therefore 0.1 + 0.01 + 0.54 = 0.65. In this case it turns out that o6 obtains
slightly higher gain than o5 and therefore is selected. The sum of per-RS relevance
scores after the selection of o1 and o6 are 1.1, 0.8 and 0.7, which fairly corresponds
with the vote shares of base RS.

To be more formal, let the overall relevance score for recommender Ri be defined
as si = ∑

o j∈OA
s̄i, j , let T OT be the total relevance of the list of recommendations

T OT = ∑
∀Ri si and let the per-RS votes be normalized to unit sum (

∑
∀Ri vi = 1).

Now the EP-rel-sum can be defined as follows.

EP-rel-sum(OA) =
∑

∀Ri
min(si , vi ∗ T OT ) (1)

16 I.e., be equal or better with respect to all considered dimensions—base recommenders’ scores in our
case.
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We can easily observe that for two lists OA and ŌA with the same total relevance,
OA will receive higher EP-rel-sum score if the relevance distribution is more propor-
tional to the votes distribution. Similarly, if we have two lists with the same relevance
distributions, higher EP-rel-sum score will receive the one with higher total relevance.

For the rank-sensitive optimization, we follow the definition of Kaya et al. (2020).17

Specifically, having a partially constructed list of recommendations OA, the rank-
sensitive optimization strategy should select such item o j that would provide the best
balance between relevance and proportionality in the newly constructed OA ∪ o j list.
As such, the best possible balance between relevance and proportionality ismaintained
for all prefixes of the list of recommendations. One way to construct the aggregated
recommendations in a rank-sensitive way is to utilize the marginal gains on the EP-
rel-sum criterion as follows.

gain(OA, o j ) = EP-rel-sum(OA ∪ {o j }) − EP-rel-sum(OA) (2)

To sum up, Algorithm 2 contains the pseudo-code of EP-FuzzDA aggregator. Note
that instead of usingmarginal gains (Eq.2) directly, they are constructed incrementally
for the sake of performance.

Also note that EP-FuzzDA does not explicitly penalize for excesses over the pro-
portional share of relevance scores (see max on line 5). Such penalties would result
in situations, where good items are penalized just because they are good also for “not
currently wanted” RS. Instead, we simply ignore any excesses of relevance for those
particular RS. This may lead to provisional disproportionalities, which are usually
repaired during the next steps of the algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Exactly-Proportional Fuzzy D’Hondt’s Aggregation
Input: r ∈ R: set of base RS, o ∈ O: set of candidate objects, s̄r ,o ∈ [0, 1]: normalized recommender-
object relevance scores; ∀r : ∑

∀o s̄2r ,o = 1, k: number of items to select, vr ∈ [0, 1]: votes for base RS;∑
∀r vr = 1

Output: list of aggregated recommendations OA

1: OA = []; T OT = 0; ∀r : sr = 0;

2: for i ∈ [0, ..., k] do
3: for o ∈ O \ OA do
4: T OTo = T OT + ∑

∀r s̄r ,o
5: ∀r : er = max(0, T OTo ∗ vr − sr )
6: gaino = ∑

∀r min(s̄r ,o, er )
7: end for

8: select obest = argmax∀o(gaino); append obest to OA
9: ∀r : sr = sr + s̄r ,best
10: T OT = ∑

∀r sr
11: end for
12: return OA

17 Note that Kaya et al. used a different criterion to balance the relevance and proportionality.
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3.3 Votes assignment strategies

Both FuzzDA and EP-FuzzDA aggregation algorithms expect that the votes for base
RS are supplied externally. One requirement for the votes assignment strategies is that
recommender systems that provide better recommendations (w.r.t. user consumption
statistics) should receive more votes. In this context, we consider recommendations
quality from the user’s consumption point of view, i.e., better recommendations are
those for which we received more positive feedback. For this purpose, we interpret a
click on the recommended item as an evidence of positive user preference and no-click
as a (weak) evidence of negative preference.

Another requirement is, given the nature of dynamic RS, votes assignment strate-
gies should be capable of online incremental updates to reflect the received feedback
immediately.

Let us now proceed with the definition of individual votes assignment strategies.

3.3.1 Gradient descent

The gradient descent (GD) votes assignment strategy was employed already in our
preliminary work (Peška and Balcar 2019; Balcar and Peska 2020). The approach
was motivated by the proposal of incremental updates in matrix factorization (Frigó
et al. 2017; Vinagre et al. 2014). Specifically, consider the per-RS votes vi to be
variables and suppose that we are trying to maximize the criterion from Eq.3, i.e.,
simultaneously maximize the sum of votes of preferred items and minimize the same
(weighted) criterion for ignored items.

max∀vi

( ∑

∀o j∈F+

( ∑

∀Ri∈R
vi ∗ si, j

) − λneg
∑

∀o j∈F−

( ∑

∀Ri∈R
vi ∗ si, j

))
(3)

F+ andF− denote lists of items that occurred in positive and negative feedback events,
respectively. Similarly as in Vinagre et al. (2014), a single stochastic gradient descent
step is performed each time a new feedback occurs. The update steps for positive and
negative feedback are as follows:

vi = vi + ηpos ∗ (
si, j −

∑

∀Rk∈R,k �=i

sk, j
)

vi = vi − ηneg ∗ (
si, j −

∑

∀Rk∈R,k �=i

sk, j
) (4)

where ηpos and ηneg are learning rate hyperparameters. In order to prevent the diver-
gence of votes, minimal and maximal bounds are employed and the sum of votes is
linearly scaled to equal one. One of the benefits of GD algorithm is the capability to
adapt on gradual changes in RS performance. In the preliminary work, the GD votes
sampling performed adequately; however, we found it quite tricky to balance the ηpos

and ηneg . Quite often, votes tend to regress to the uniform share or diverge to sup-
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port just one RS. This was one of the main reasons why we searched for other votes
assignment strategies.

3.3.2 Fuzzy Thompson sampling

Second variant is based on Thompson sampling (T S) strategy for multi-armed bandits
(Brodén et al. 2018). It collects the volume of positive and negative feedback per base
RS and then draw the votes at random from Beta distribution based on the feedback.
Specifically, consider thatF+

i is a list of clicked items recommended by Ri andF−
i is

a list of ignored items recommended by Ri . Thompson sampling scores is then defined
as follows:

vi = Beta(α0 + |F+
i |, β0 + |F−

i |) (5)

where α0 and β0 correspond to the prior distribution of score (uniform distribution
is considered in evaluations). One of the baseline aggregators utilizes this approach
(BEER(TS,SB), Brodén et al. 2018).

However, note that unlike BEER(TS,SB), FuzzDA framework considers the option
that an item is jointly recommended bymultiple base RS. Therefore, the responsibility
for each recommended item is not binary, but rather fuzzy, and this should be also
reflected by the votes assignment strategy. In order to comply with this requirement,
we modified the per-RS feedback collection as follows:

|F+
i | =

∑

∀o j∈F+
s̄i, j , |F−

i | =
∑

∀o j∈F−
s̄i, j

Now, upon each request for recommendation, votes for each base RS are drawn
according to Eq.5 and F+

i and F−
i values can be maintained easily by simply adding

any feedback upon its reception.

3.3.3 Contextualized votes assignment

Both previously described variants lack the capability to adapt on a context under
which the requests for recommendation are made. Several contextual axes may be
relevant in the our use-cases, e.g. user’s seniority, segment of the catalogue that he/she
recently explored or type of page he/she currently visits. Such setting is quite similar to
the work of Li et al. (2010) applying contextual bandits on the news recommendation
problem. Specifically, Li et al. proposed LinUCB, a contextualized upper confidence
bound algorithm, where individual context dimensions are required to have a linear
dependence on the payoff of each arm (i.e., votes of base RS in our case). Coefficients
for the linear model are estimated via Ridge regression from the matrix of contextual
features of each trial and a list of corresponding rewards. For further details, please
visit Section 3.1 in Li et al. (2010).

Algorithm 3 contains a pseudo-code of LinUCBvotes assignment strategy (denoted
asCX in evaluations). Parameters of the internalmodel are adjusted upon each received
feedback (lines 5,6). Similarly as in TS, we utilize the relevance score of base RS
instead of a binary reward, i.e., while updating parameters of Ri based on event
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Algorithm 3 Contextualized Votes Assignment via LinUCB Li et al. (2010)

Notation: cx ∈ Rd : context vector with d dimensions, s: reward value, Ri : i-th base recommender, vi :
votes assigned to i-th recommender,Ai and bi : parameters of the linear model for i-th recommender, Id×d :
identity matrix, 0d : zero vector.

1: ∀i : Ai = Id×d ; bi = 0d

2: Function ASSIGN_VOTES(Ri , cx)
3: Θ̂i = A−1

i bi

4: vi = Θ̂i
T
cx +

√
cxTA−1

i cx
5: return vi

6: Function UPDATE(Ri , cx, s)
7: Ai = Ai + cx ∗ cxT

8: bi = bi + s ∗ cx

occurred on o j , the reward score s = s̄i, j in the case of positive feedback and s = 0
in the case of negative feedback. Upon the request for recommendation, votes assign-
ments are calculated for each recommender (lines 3–5). Note that the inverse of A
matrices is re-calculated periodically as suggested in Li et al. (2010).

As for the employed contextual features, in both evaluated datasets (SLAN tour
and MovieLens) we utilized an aggregation of CB features of recently visited objects
as a proxy to the user’s interests. Also, for both datasets we employed several notions
of user’s seniority (i.e., the level of experience users have with the website) based on
the volume of visited objects. Finally, in MovieLens dataset, some basic demographic
featureswere utilized aswell and in online experiments onSLAN tour,we incorporated
the type of currently visited page (homepage, category page or object detail page).

3.4 Implicit negative feedback penalty models

So far, given the assigned votes, the aggregation algorithm is completely deterministic.
This fits the original purpose of theDA (i.e., mandates allocation in political elections),
but the situation in dynamic RS is different.

Now, it is the truth that the negative implicit feedback is considered by all votes
assignment strategies. However, they only utilize it on the level of individual recom-
mending algorithms (not on the level of specific objects). Furthermore, upon receiving
the feedback, votes assignment strategies introduce only small gradual changes to the
votes.18 As a result, if no new positive feedback was received, there would be only
small (if any) changes between two consecutive recommendations to the same user.

On the one hand, such repeated recommendations may let user to re-consider the
item (or actually observe it if he/she did not notice the item during previous recom-
mendations). On the other hand, repeating the same recommendations over and over
again may quickly annoy users. Furthermore, such recommendations are blocking
available space for other items, potentially more appealing to the user.

18 With an exception of early stages of Contextualized votes assignment.
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In order to find some balance for repeated recommendations, we propose two dif-
ferent variants of penalization strategies based on the implicit negative feedback. The
penalization is applied on items in a personalized manner (i.e., only the items with
known negative feedback from the current user are affected). The amount of reduction
is based on two variables: how certain we are that the user noticed the object and
how far in the past this event occurred (in another words, what is the chance that the
user changed his/her mind). Furthermore, we also evaluate a randomization baseline,
which does not utilize negative feedback directly, but may have a similar effect.

3.4.1 Roulette-based randomization baseline

The Roulette-based randomization (Rand) is rather straightforward: we optionally
amplify the object’s scores (i.e., gaino = gainqo ) and normalize them to the unit sum,
so they can be treated as a probability distribution. Then, in each step of FuzzDA or
EP-FuzzDA, the next item is selected at random w.r.t. this distribution. The rest of the
algorithm remains unchanged. The amplification parameter q governs the exploration
vs. exploitation trade-off for the predicted scores (with higher q values the results
would be more similar to the original algorithm).

3.4.2 Relevance discounts penalization

The relevance discounts penalization (RelDisc) was already described in our prelim-
inary work (Balcar and Peska 2020). The method divides the original relevance scores
of items with the sum of the evidence from negative feedback. To be more formal, let
F−
u, j = [(o j , t, k)] be the list of recent implicit negative feedback events (i.e., ignored

recommendations) from user u on object o j . Furthermore, feedback events contain
information on the rank of object o j within the list of recommendations (k) and the

temporal or interactional distance19 (t). Then, the relevance discounts penalization
modifies the score of object o j as follows:

s j = s j
1 + ∑

∀(o j ,t,k)∈F−
u, j

(
noticed(k) ∗ relevant(t)

) (6)

where noticed(k) → [0, 1] function provides an estimation that the user noticed an
object on k-th position and ignored it intentionally and relevant(t) → [0, 1] provides
an estimation that an event with t distance from the current timepoint is still relevant
(i.e., that user did not change his/her mind in the meantime).

3.4.3 Probabilistic penalization

The Probabilistic penalization applies a slightly different view on the problem. It tries
to estimate a joint probability that despite all evidence fromnegative feedback, the item
might still be relevant. This can be decomposed event-wise into the probability that

19 By “interactional” we mean how many other events occurred between the specified one and the present.
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either the user did not notice the item or that he/she already changed his/her mind from
that timepoint. Assuming independence of these events and using the one-complement
trick, the joint probability that the item might be relevant can be defined as follows:

P(rel|F−
u, j ) =

∏

∀(o j ,t,k)∈F−
u, j

1 − (
noticed(k) ∗ relevant(t)

)
(7)

Finally, the adjusted score should jointly represent the belief of base RS that the item
is relevant (this is represented by the original score) and the probability that it may be
relevant despite received negative feedback. Using the independence assumption on
these phenomena, the probabilistic penalization is as follows:

s j = s j ∗ P(rel|F−
u, j ) (8)

As for the noticed(k) and relevant(t) functions, they should provide realistic
estimations of the phenomena at hand, so their definitions are inherently domain
dependent. In our work, we experimented with static and linearly decreasing models.
Static model simply estimates uniform probability irrespective of k or t parameters.
Linear model for noticed(k) function utilizes a simple assumption that the chance
that user noticed an item linearly decreases with the position of the item in the list of
recommendations. Linear model is defined as:

noticedlin(k) = min + (top-k − k) ∗ (max − min)

top-k
(9)

where min and max are parameters of the model and top-k value corresponds to the
volume of recommended items (top-k = 20 in the experiments). Linear model for
the relevant(t) function is defined analogically, i.e., the events further in past are less
probable to be still valid and amaximal size to the list of events is applied (maxt = 100,
which corresponds to 5 lists of recommendations in current experiments).

3.5 Limitations of FuzzDA framework

There are several limitations to the usability of the proposed FuzzDA framework. The
framework is built on two groups of assumptions: assumptions on base recommenders
and assumptions on the user behavior.

As for the base recommenders, we work with the hypothesis that each base recom-
mender provides a slightly different view on user’s preferences and therefore their
unbiased aggregation may improve the overall quality of recommendations. This
hypothesis is plausible only if the base recommenders are sufficiently diverse and
relevant at least to some extent. Furthermore, FuzzDA framework prefers items that
are sufficiently relevant for multiple base RS. In order to utilize this feature, there
should naturally be at least some intersection between the results of individual recom-
menders. In the evaluation scenario, we utilized highly diverse base RS w.r.t. working
principles (i.e., collaborative, content-based, session-based, non-personalized), andwe
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also checked the level of intersection among individual approaches (see Sect. 4.6.1).
Similar procedure should be considered while applying the framework on a novel
domain.

In Sect. 2.5, we summarized several assumptions and observations on the behavior
of users, i.e., noticeability of recommended items, stability of user preferences and
repeated requests for recommendations. Both the uncertainty whether user noticed an
item and the assumption of partial stability of user’s preferences largely impacted the
design of the framework. Furthermore, all three assumptions provided foundations
for the offline evaluation scenario. In general, the framework is sufficiently parame-
terizable to deal with different variants of the presented user model. However, if the
user behavior is largely inconsistent with the presented behavior model (e.g., there is
a large volume of sudden, unpredictable changes in user preferences), applicability of
the FuzzDA framework would be severely decreased.

Finally, the proposed FuzzDA framework does not provide any countermeasures if
some particular user consistently behaves against some of the framework goals (e.g.,
to maintain diversity). If, for instance, user consistently ignores some groups of rec-
ommended items, INF penalization strategies may render such groups less accessible
for the user, which in turn may decrease observed diversity of recommendations. The
effect was not measurable on evaluation datasets due to rather low consumption ratio
and shorter stable preference intervals. However, it may be worthwhile to consider it in
situations where users tend to have high overall consumption, visit the site frequently
and have rather stable preferences (e.g., news providers).

4 Evaluation protocol

4.1 Offline simulations

In order to evaluate the performance of RS in a dynamic environment, we proposed
a following simulations methodology. Parameters of the simulation are train set size
(ts = 90% inour evaluations), user’s noticeabilitymodel (linear,power-law, or static),
repeat parameter for the recommendation requests (R ∈ {1, 2, 3}) and the window size
(w = 5) to determine currently relevant objects. Figure5 provides an overview of the
simulation process.

The feedback events are ordered according to their timestamps, and the head of the
list (based on ts) is kept aside to train base RS. After training, the simulation iterates
over the feedback events. For each feedback event, it determines the next-w items
visited by the user as currently relevant. Items clicked in previous iterations of some
RS variant are excluded from currently relevant items for that particular RS variant.
Then, the request for recommendations is initiated R-times. For each request, the
simulation selects which positions of items would be noticed by the user20 based on
the noticeabilitymodel. Then, the simulation forwards the request for recommendation
to all evaluated RS variants and collects the recommendations. The simulator evaluates
recommended item as clicked, if it is both noticed and currently relevant. Other items

20 Note that the assignment is the same for all evaluated RS variants.
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Fig. 5 Schematics of the offline simulations. Timeline of events is displayed on the bottom, where a window
of current relevant results is depicted in red. RS has a chance to repeatedly recommend R-times for the same
user’s profile. (Implicit negative feedback may be utilized between each round.) For each recommended
item, a probability of being noticed is defined (illustrated with cell’s background color). “Noticed” indicator
is generated at random based on this probability. Only if the item is both noticed and relevant, we consider
it as a click. Finally, after all 3 requests for recommendation are processed, we move for the next event in
the timeline

are evaluated as ignored by the user. Both ignore and click events are shipped to
the corresponding RS aggregator, which may adjust its internal model based on this
feedback (e.g., change vote assignments or employ some negative feedback penalty).
After all R requests are processed, the simulationmoves to the next event and discloses
the current one to base RS, so they can update their models as well.

4.2 Datasets

4.2.1 MovieLens dataset

First series of simulation experimentswere conducted on awell-knownMovieLens 1M
dataset (further denoted as ML1M) (Harper et al. 2015). The dataset contains explicit
ratings on 1–5 scale and some basic content-based attributes of rated movies. The
dataset does not contain explicit user sessions, but each rating is accompanied with
a timestamp, so it is possible to perform a sequence-aware simulation experiments
on it. Because in our experiments we focus on predicting clicking behavior, some
adjustments to the dataset had to bemade. Note that lower explicit ratings are expected
to convey negative preferences of users. Assuming that the user can anticipate his/her
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ratings up to some extent, such movies would be rarely clicked on if recommended.21

Therefore, we keep only the events with 4* or 5* ratings in the dataset similarly as,
e.g., Pan and Chen (2013).

ML1M contains only a very basic content-based (CB) attributes (year, genres and
title). In order to boost the potential of CB recommendation, we extended the dataset
with IMDB22 data in the same way as in Peska (2018). To be more specific, we
collected additional information on the contributing persons (actors, director, writer),
language, country of origin, overall ratings, etc. These attributes were used as a base
for a content-based recommender (Cosine CB) as well as CB diversity metric.

4.2.2 SLAN tour dataset

Second series of simulation experiments as well as an online A/B testing were con-
ducted on SLAN tour—a medium-sized Czech travel agency. The agency sells tours
of various types to several dozens of countries. Some tours (such as trips to major
sport events) are one-time-only events, others, e.g., seaside holidays or sightseeing
tours are offered on a similar schedule with only minimal changes for several years.
All tours contain a range of content-based (CB) attributes, e.g., tour type, meal plan,
type of accommodation, length of stay, prices, destination country, etc. Similarly as
in ML1M, the same CB similarity was utilized in the CB recommender and as a base
for the CB diversity metric.

Agency’s website contains attribute and keyword search GUI as well as some
browsing and sorting options. Recommendations are displayed throughout the web-
site, specifically on main page, browsed categories, search results and tour details.
However, due to the importance of other GUI elements, recommendations are placed
on the edge of initially visible area.

The dataset utilized in this study comprises almost 12months of the user visit events
(mid January till late December 2020). The SLAN tour dataset (further denoted as ST
dataset) contains approx. 210K events, out of which approx. 90K were object visits.
This renders the appropriate R hyperparameter somewhere between 2 and 3. The
dataset contains feedback from 80K users (identified via browser cookies) and over
2300 unique tours.

4.3 Base recommender systems

In order to evaluate the capability of the RS aggregation methods, several diverse base
RS were considered.

Session (sequence)-based recommendation problem is often approximated through
item-to-item recommender systems. In order to allow for this possibility, we imple-
mented classical item-based KNN (iKNN, Jannach et al. 2017). For the current item
(i.e., the last item visited by the user), iKNN recommends top-k items most similar to
the current one based on the mutual user’s visits and cosine similarity.

21 The obvious exception are movies that seemed promising, but turned out to be a disappointment.
Although such cases definitely exist, we suppose them to be rather rare.
22 imdb.com.
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In contrast to iKNN, Session KNN (SKNN Jannach et al. 2017) considers whole
sessions and defines a similarity between individual sessions (Jaccard index on the set
of visited objects). Algorithm then recommends novel items from sessions similar to
the current one.

In order to evaluate also classical approaches for collaborative filtering, we utilized
BPR matrix factorization (Rendle et al. 2009). During simulations, BPR was periodi-
cally re-trained after a fixed number of events to keep it as up-to-date as possible.

We added theMost popular non-personalized RS to see how aggregators can cope
with a (probably) inferior RS in their portfolio. This recommender simply returns
top-k items with the highest sum of visits/ratings up to date.

Content-based information are processed via Cosine CB recommender (Peska and
Vojtas 2020). While preprocessing CB attributes, nominal attributes were binarized
and numeric attributes were standardized. Cosine similarity is then applied on the
vector of CB attributes. For a selected item, Cosine CB returns a list of most similar
items.

Skip-gramword2vecmodel (Mikolov et al. 2013) utilizes the stream of user’s visits.
Similarly as in Barkan and Koenigstein (2016), the sequence of visited objects is used
instead of a sentence of words; however, we kept the original window size parameter
intact. The output of the algorithm is an embedding of a given size for each object,
while similar embeddings denote objects appearing in similar contexts. For each item,
word2vec RS returns items with the most similar embeddings to the current one (w.r.t.
cosine similarity).

Both CosineCB and word2vec RS were extended to consider longer sequences of
objects similarly as in Peska and Vojtas (2020). Recommendations are calculated for
last-k visited items. Scores of individual items are then aggregated either w.r.t. max
score, mean score or weighted mean, where items further in the past receive lower
weights.

Note that the semantics of this implementation of word2vec (as well as the other
base RS) is to provide alternatives rather than, e.g. complementary products. This fits
with both domains (travel agency and movies) as the notion of complementarity does
not make much sense here. In other domains, however, the selection of base RS should
be adjusted appropriately.

4.4 Baseline RS aggregators

Apart from variants of FuzzDA algorithm, we evaluated several baseline algorithms.
RandomKfromN(RandKfromN) andSwitching hybrid RSwere implemented accord-
ing to Lathia et al. (2010).

When the recommendations are delivered to the user for the first time,RandKfromN
returns top-k recommendations of the underlying base RS. On the next encounter,
the final list of recommendation is selected at random from top-N candidates. In
evaluations,weutilized k = 20 and N = 100 andused the best baseRS for each dataset
(word2vec for ST dataset and iKNN for ML1M) to provide top-N recommendations.

Random Switching hybrid works in a similar way; however, it randomly selects the
base RS, whose output will be delivered. When the user requests recommendations
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for the first time, the recommendations of the best base RS are utilized. Next time, the
base RS is selected at random from the portfolio.

Another natural baseline is the weighted average (W AVG) of item-wise scores. In
evaluations, we utilized the GD strategy to assign votes of base RS. We also imple-
mented amaximal marginal relevance (MMR, Carbonell andGoldstein 1998) iterative
diversity enhancements toW AVG (denoted asWAWG+MMR). The recommendations
are selected iteratively according to MMR score as follows:

sMMR(o j ) = (1 − λ)s j − λ max
ō∈OA

(
sim(o j , ō)

)
, (10)

where s j denotes aggregated score of item o j received from WAVG, sim denotes
CB similarity of items and OA denotes the list of recommended objects. In contrast
to the common usage of MMR, OA includes both the currently constructed list of
recommendations and the whole list of recommendations from the previous user’s
request. The reason is that in this way, the recommendations in the current iteration
should not only differ from each other, but also from the previous recommendations.
We hypothesized that this adjustment will result into improved long-term diversity. In
evaluations, we utilized λ = 0.5 to ensure an equal importance of both diversity and
accuracy.

We also incorporated FAI algorithm (Masthoff 2011) that iteratively constructs the
list of recommendations OA by switching between base RS and each time selecting the
best remaining item of the current RS. In essence, FAI algorithm is similar to switching
hybrid, but the switch is performed for each position in the list of recommendations
rather than for each list.

Finally,weutilized amulti-armedbandit algorithm forRSaggregationBEER(TS,SB)
(Brodén et al. 2018). The algorithm iteratively utilizes Thompson sampling on the base
RS level and each time selects the best not-yet-selected item from the winning RS.
However, the algorithm does not consider any synergic effect for items recommended
by multiple base RS.

4.5 Evaluationmetrics

During the evaluation, we observed a wide range of metrics incorporating various
notions of relevance, novelty, diversity, fairness and popularity.

We evaluated the relevance of recommendations through estimated click-through
rate (CTR). We utilized a conventional definition:

CT R = |clicked items|
|recommended items|

In the online setting, the notion of clicks is obvious. In the offline simulations,weutilize
the assumption that an item is clickedwhether it is currently relevant and noticed by the
user at the same time, i.e., clicked = relevant(u, i)∧noticed(u, i), where relevant
and noticed functions are defined in the user behavior model (Sect. 2.5).
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We considered the problem of novelty versus diversity along several axes: the
underlying similarity metric, iterative or user-wise measurements and the evaluation
of recommended or clicked items. Specifically, we consider three variants of similarity
metrics: collaborative (CF) cosine similarity defined on the rating vectors of respective
items, content-based (CB) cosine similarity defined on CB attributes and identity (ID)
metric simply stating whether two objects are the same.

In the iterative evaluation of novelty, we focus on how much the newest list of
recommendations differs from the previous recommendations given to the user. For-
mally, lets have a sequence of recommendations given to the user Su = [O1, . . . , Om],
where Oi = [oi,1, . . . , oi,k]. Further suppose that Su[l]; l < m denotes a prefix of
the recommendation sequence Su[l] = [O1, . . . , Ol ] and sim(oi , o j ) is a similarity
metric (CF, CB or ID). Now, while evaluating the novelty of x-th iteration of recom-
mendations, we compare similarity of all items from Ox with their closest relatives
from the previous iterations Su[x − 1] and report mean values.

novsim(u, x) =
∑

∀oi∈Ox
1 − maxo j∈Su [x−1] sim(oi , o j )

|Ox | (11)

If identity is considered as the similarity metric, iterative novelty is the same as
the temporal novelty defined in Lathia et al. (2010). Another way how to look on the
iterative novelty is that it plays the same role as the second component of MMRmetric
(see Eq.10), only expanded from the list of recommendations to the sequence of lists
of recommendations.

In contrast, the per-user diversity focuses on howmuch diverse are the recommenda-
tions to individual users (irrespective of time). In another words, it provides answers on
whether only a single user’s interest is being continually exploited, or the user received
a diverse selection of items to choose from. Formally, let Ou be a concatenation of all
recommendations received by the user Ou = {o1,1, . . . , o1,k, o2,1, . . . , om,k}. Then
per-user diversity is evaluated as mean diversity between individual items from Ou .

divsim(u) =
∑

∀oi ,o j∈Ou ;i �= j 1 − sim(oi , o j )

|Ou | ∗ (|Ou | − 1)
(12)

In practice, we approximate this diversity by randomly sampling the oi , o j pairs. We
evaluated per-user diversity for both CF and CB similarity metrics and both for items
recommended to user as well as items that were clicked by the user. This metric
is similar to the content diversity proposed in Nguyen et al. (2014) including the
distinction between recommended and consumed items (the underlying CB similarity
is different, though).

The diversity metric can be utilized for ID similarity as well; however, in that case
we opted for a simplified definition. Relative per-user coverage (RelCov) is defined
as the ratio between the volume of unique items recommended to the user and the
volume of all recommended items. The values of RelCov = 1 denote that all items
were recommended to the user just once and so the recommendations coveredmaximal
possible fraction of objects.
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Next, although per-user recommendations may be both novel and diverse, RS may
tend to provide generic recommendations by over-sampling the highly popular items.
To evaluate this phenomenon, we utilized a popularity lift score (PopLi f t) similarly
as in Abdollahpouri et al. (2020) (however, as we do not focus on per-user lift, but
rather on per-RS lift).

PopLi f t = mPoprec − mPopdata
mPopdata

(13)

The mPoprec and mPopdata stand for the mean popularity of items that were recom-
mended and items that occurs in the dataset, respectively. Formally, suppose to have
a list of positive feedback events in a dataset fi (u, o) ∈ F+. Each event is triggered
by a user u on an item o. We can use the notation o j ∈ fi , meaning that the item o j

is a target in the event fi . Then popularity of an item is defined as

pop(o j ) = |{ fi : o j ∈ fi }|
|F+|

Now, suppose that Orec contains a concatenated list of all recommendations (irrespec-
tive of users) and Odata contains a list of target items for all events fi (u, o) ∈ F+.
Then

mPoprec =
∑

o j∈Orec
pop(o j )

|Orec| and mPopdata =
∑

o j∈Odata
pop(o j )

|Odata| .

Finally, we also focused on the level of fairness while representing individual base
RS in the final list of recommendations. However, this is rather a challenging problem,
because for many evaluated algorithms, the relevance assignments of base RS change
over time based on the received feedback—which in turn depends on the previously
displayed recommendations. For example, each variant of FuzzDA framework gives
each base RS different amount of votes at each timepoint. Therefore, any “generic”
fairness metric such as “the proportion of base RS that appear in the final recommen-
dations” is inherently biased as it partially contradicts the fairness metric considered
by the aggregation algorithms. In contrast, we aimed to measure whether aggregation
algorithms are able to maintain the proportionality to whatever they currently consider
to be a fair representation of base RS.

For FAI algorithm, the relevance of each baseRS is uniform. For variants of FuzzDA
as well as WAVG, we consider the ratio given by assigned per-RS votes. Finally, for
BEER(TS,SB), we utilized the expected value of beta distribution (Eq.5) for each base
RS. Then, we can compare distributions induced by per-RS relevance assignment with
the ones induced by actually recommended items.

Specifically, for the final list of recommendation OA constructed by an aggregator
A, the score of base RS Ri is defined as sRi = ∑

o∈OA
si,o, where si,o is the estimated

relevance of item o by Ri . The fairness of the list is defined as follows:

f airness = K L_div(norm([sR1 , . . . , sRm ]), norm([vR1, . . . , vRm ]))
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where vRi denote the estimated relevance of Ri by aggregator A at the current timepoint
(e.g., the volume of votes in FuzzDA framework). K L_div denotes Kullback–Leibler
divergence of probability distributions (the higher values indicate lower fairness of
the representation). Note that sRi and vRi values were normalized to the unit sum as
required by K L_div function. In results, we report mean values of f airness over all
lists of recommendations.

4.6 Hyperparameter tuning

During the hyperparameter tuning, we utilized the same offline simulation strategy as
in the final experiment. However, in this case we utilized the first 80% of events for
training and evaluated the models on the following 10% of the events, so the test-set
of the final evaluations was not utilized in this phase.

4.6.1 Baseline RS selection and comparison

As for the base RS variants, hyperparameters of base RS were evaluated for each
dataset w.r.t. CTR. As all base RS are non-randomized, we evaluated them only
w.r.t. a single variant of user behavior. For word2vec, the window sizes were selected
from {1, 3, 5}, embedding sizes from {32, 64, 128} and number of iterations from
{50K , 100K , 200K }. For Cosine CB, two variants of similarity matrices (with or
without TF-IDF weighting) were evaluated. Furthermore, for both word2vec and
CosineCB, we evaluated several profile aggregation variants, namely profile sizeswere
selected from {1, 3, 5, 7, 10 and all} and results aggregations from {max,mean and
weighted AVG}. ForBPRMF, number of factorswas selected from {10, 20, 50, 100},
learning rate and regularization from {0.003, 0.01, 0.03, 0.1} and number of iterations
from {5, 10, 20, 50}. In SKNN, we selected the volume of neighbors from {25, 50, 75}
and finally iKNN as well as Most popular recommenders are non-parametrized.

As for the results of best variants per base RS, i K NN performed the best on
ML1M dataset by a large margin, followed by SKNN, word2vec, Cosine CB, BPRMF
and Most popular. The performance difference between SKNN and word2vec was
minimal, similarly as between BPR MF and Cosine CB. Results on ST dataset were
somewhat different. Word2vec, SKNN, iKNN and Cosine CB performed comparably
to each other (in this order). Both BPR MF andMost popular performed inferiorly by
a large margin to the previously mentioned algorithms.

Based on these results, we selected the best-performing variant for each base RS.
Furthermore, given a large hyperparameter space for word2vec, BPR MF and Cosine
CB, we selected a second candidate with close-to-best performance and sufficiently
different hyperparameters to enhance the diversity of the portfolio. Base RS selected
for the portfolios of RS aggregators are listed in Table 2.

Next, we evaluated whether the necessary conditions for the applicability of Fuz-
zDA framework were met, i.e., whether individual base RS provide appropriately
diverse recommendations. In order to do so, we compared corresponding23 lists of top-
20 recommended objects for each base RS w.r.t. Jaccard similarity. Figure6 depicts

23 By corresponding we mean responses given to the same events in the simulation timeline.
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Fig. 6 Mean Jaccard similarity of top-20 recommendations for base RS

mean Jaccard similarities for both ST and ML1M datasets. We can observe that simi-
larity of pairs with the same base algorithm (Word2vec, Cosine CB, BPRMF) is higher
than other pairs. Nonetheless, even those pairs are sufficiently diverse to justify the
inclusion of both members. Other algorithm pairs provide highly diverse recommen-
dation supporting the assumption that each base RS pursues different (possibly latent)
axis of user preferences. On the other hand, recommended lists havemostly non-empty
intersectionwith some of the other baseRS’s recommendations. This enables the usage
of aggregation techniques focusing on joint relevance such as FuzzDA framework.

4.6.2 Roulette amplification parameter

In the next stage of hyperparameter selection process, we focused on the role of
the amplification hyperparameter q in the Roulette-based randomized selection for
FuzzDA / EP-FuzzDA algorithm (see Sect. 3.4.1). With the higher values of q, the
selection would become more uniform and closer to the default selection procedure
(i.e., select items with currently highest relevance). We assumed that this would have a
direct effect on the decrease of incremental novelty and indirectly also affect diversity
and popularity metrics. On the other hand, having the selection procedure too uniform
might negatively impact CTR. We evaluated these hypotheses on Roulette variants
with q = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 and also compared them to the standard (Fixed) selection
procedure.

Figure7 depicts results of the evaluation w.r.t. CTR and iterative novelty (novI D).
We can indeed observe a clear trade-off between CTR and incremental novelty. With
increasing values of q, novelty gradually drops and CTR rises (unless the incremental
novelty drops toomuchwhich in turn hurts CTR). Fixed selection procedure seemingly
serves as a bound for increasing q values. As results w.r.t. both metrics were contradic-
tory, we decided to utilize following variants in the offline evaluation: Roulette with
q = 1 (best w.r.t. novelty), fixed selection (mostly best w.r.t. CTR) and Roulette with
q = 3 as a reasonable compromise between the previous two variants.
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Fig. 7 CTR and incremental novelty for different values of Roulette amplification hyperparameter. Figure
depicts results of ML1M and ST datasets with R = 1 and linear(0.9, 0.1) noticeability

4.6.3 Negative implicit feedback strategies

As for the penalization strategies, we considered linear and static models for
noticed(k) function and linear model for relevant(t) function. Static penalties were
selected from {0.75, 0.5, 0.25}. As for the linear models, in both cases we evaluated
all plausible combinations of {1.0, 0.75, 0.5, 0.25, 0.0} values as min / max penalty
values. This leads to in total 130 variants for both probabilistic (Prob) and relevance
discount (RelDisc) penalizing strategies. While evaluating the results, we observed a
strong dependence of the CTR values on the mean penalty score (mps) of individual
items:

mps = (rankmax + rankmin)

2
∗ (histmax + histmin)

2
(14)

Figure8 depicts the dependence ofCTRonmps. It can be seen that for both datasets,
both penalty variants have the peak at roughly the same point around mps = 0.2.
Nonetheless, while the CTR performance of RelDisc strategy deteriorates slowly
with increasing mps, the process is quicker for probabilistic strategy. We assume that
this is the natural effect of the application procedure, where even highly penalized
objects with RelDisc scenario retain relatively lot of their original relevance com-
pared to probabilistic penalties. Therefore, probabilistic penalties seem to be more
prone towards over-penalizing the objects. On the other hand, at peak points, prob-
abilistic penalties considerably outperform relevance discount ones in the case of
ML1M dataset. As the peak points vary for different user behavior models and R
hyperparameters, we decided to sample from the penalization strategies. Specifically,
we divided penalization strategies along the mps score into four clusters. From each
cluster, we selected the best-performing variant (w.r.t. CTR) for both probabilistic and
relevance discount penalties. In total, we run the final series of experiments with 8
variants of penalization strategies.
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Fig. 8 CTR values of probabilistic vs. relevance discount-based penalties for various values of the mean
penalty score per item

5 Experimental results

5.1 Offline simulation results

The offline simulation was performed on both ST and ML1M datasets with three
different noticeability models (static, linear and power-law) and three variants of the
request for recommendation repeat parameter (R = 1, R = 2 and R = 3).

5.1.1 Overall results

First, let us provide an overview of the results. Tables 3 and 4 depict the overall
results on ML1M and ST datasets, respectively. Tables contain CTR and selected
beyond-accuracy metrics of base RS, baseline aggregators as well as several groups
of (EP-)FuzzDA framework variants. For each metric, we depict the average over
nine evaluated scenarios (static, linear and power-law noticeability and request repeat
parameter R ∈ {1, 2, 3}). For each scenario, we select the best-performing example
of each group. As such, tables depict sort of an upper bound for each variant’s results
if the hyperparameter selection is consistent with the final evaluation of particular
metric.

Notably, in both datasets a variant of FuzzDAframework significantly outperformed
the vastmajority of baselinesw.r.t. CTRand iterative novelty. For the collaborative- and
content-based diversity results, variants of FuzzDA were close to the best-performing
approaches. In most cases, approaches that outperformed FuzzDA variants w.r.t. some
diversity metric were inferior w.r.t. CTR. As for the popularity lift metric, FuzzDA
variants did not improve much over the mean statistics of base RS or baseline aggre-
gators.

In the results, we can observe a strong trade-off between CTR and (mostly) pop-
ularity lift on the one hand and diversity and novelty metrics on the other hand. This
can be illustrated, e.g., on WAVG and WAVG+MMR results. The latter considerably
improves both incremental novelty and content-based diversity, but at the cost of CTR
reduced to approx. half of its original value. Similar tendency can be observed between
RandKfromN aggregator and best base RS (on which RandKfromN is based) as well
as, e.g., FuzzDA+Roulette, compared to INF models (Prob, RelDist).
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Table 3 Results of offline evaluations on ML1M dataset

Algorithm CTR PopLift novI D@5 divCB divCF

Word2vec 0.00287�◦ 1.2�◦ 0.445� 0.382� 0.9�◦
Cosine CB 0.00215�◦ 0.091 0.367� 0.329�◦ 0.946

BPR MF 0.00168�◦ 3.663�◦ 0.011�◦ 0.334�◦ 0.742�◦
SKNN 0.00316�◦ 7.386�◦ 0.041�◦ 0.359�◦ 0.597�◦
iKNN 0.00611� 3.677�◦ 0.219�◦ 0.366�◦ 0.771�◦
Most pop 0.00112�◦ 12.132�◦ 0.0�◦ 0.341�◦ 0.481�◦

RandKfromN 0.00489� 3.418� 0.657� 0.371�◦ 0.785�◦
Switching hybrid 0.00425�◦ 3.778�◦ 0.573�◦ 0.369�◦ 0.825�

WAVG 0.00524 4.863�◦ 0.146�◦ 0.358�◦ 0.728

WAVG+MMR 0.00337�◦ 5.378�◦ 0.206�◦ 0.388 0.718�◦
FAI 0.00354�◦ 4.884�◦ 0.219�◦ 0.36�◦ 0.798�◦
BEER(TS,SB) 0.00611� 4.054�◦ 0.238�◦ 0.367�◦ 0.765�◦

FuzzDA (no INF) 0.00566�◦ 5.481�◦ 0.203�◦ 0.354�◦ 0.725�◦
EP-FuzzDA (no INF) 0.00552� 4.748� 0.275� 0.355� 0.771�

(EP-)FuzzDA+GD (no INF) 0.00434� 4.458� 0.152�◦ 0.353� 0.76�◦
(EP-)FuzzDA+TS (no INF) 0.00568� 4.761�◦ 0.275� 0.355� 0.763�◦
(EP-)FuzzDA+CX (no INF) 0.00523�◦ 4.799�◦ 0.266�◦ 0.354�◦ 0.771�

(EP-)FuzzDA+Prob 0.00726 3.757�◦ 0.949 0.368�◦ 0.807�◦
(EP-)FuzzDA+RelDist 0.00721◦ 3.928�◦ 0.821�◦ 0.367�◦ 0.8�◦
(EP-)FuzzDA+Roulette 0.00492�◦ 2.429� 0.832�◦ 0.374� 0.872�

FuzzDA+INF 0.00681 3.794� 0.949 0.368� 0.799�◦
EP-FuzzDA+INF 0.00735 3.762� 0.898�◦ 0.367�◦ 0.807�

All base RS 0.00611◦ 0.091 0.451◦ 0.382◦ 0.946

All base agg. 0.00633◦ 3.418◦ 0.657◦ 0.388 0.825◦
All (EP-)FuzzDA 0.00744 2.429◦ 0.949 0.374◦ 0.872◦
NovI D@5 stands for iterative novelty at 5th user’s iteration. GD, TS and CX stand for gradient descent,
Fuzzy Thompson Sampling and Contextualized votes assignments, respectively. Prob and RelDist denote
probabilistic and relevance discount penalty models for implicit negative feedback (INF). Best results are
depicted in bold, while best results per category (divided by horizontal line) are underlined. With “�” we
denote significant differences (p-value < 0.05) between the best and other approaches w.r.t. paired t-test,
while with “◦” we denote significant differences w.r.t. best approach per category

However, e.g., by including (any) INF strategy into FuzzDA framework, all
observed metrics were considerably improved. Results also corroborate that GD votes
assignment is outperformed by TS or CX in the majority of cases. As for using Prob
or RelDisc noticeability models or simple Roulette selection, the results were slightly
mixed. Roulette-based approaches were clearly inferior w.r.t. CTR, but provided bet-
ter popularity lift, content-based and collaborative diversity. Probabilistic variants
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Table 4 Results of offline evaluations on ST dataset

Algorithm CTR PopLift novI D@5 divCB divCF

Word2vec 0.00459� 2.542�◦ 0.223� 0.267�◦ 0.83�◦
Cosine CB 0.00351�◦ 1.117�◦ 0.206�◦ 0.117�◦ 0.803�◦
BPR MF 0.00095�◦ 0.286 0.036�◦ 0.34 0.906

SKNN 0.00422�◦ 5.088�◦ 0.085�◦ 0.201�◦ 0.64�◦
iKNN 0.00346�◦ 1.051�◦ 0.11�◦ 0.239�◦ 0.562�◦
Most pop 0.00074�◦ 20.831�◦ 0.0�◦ 0.308�◦ 0.859�◦

RandKfromN 0.00323�◦ 1.513� 0.61� 0.295�◦ 0.866�

Switching hybrid 0.0048�◦ 3.758�◦ 0.502�◦ 0.285�◦ 0.872�

WAVG 0.00499�◦ 5.035�◦ 0.114�◦ 0.236�◦ 0.798�◦
WAVG+MMR 0.00226�◦ 6.318�◦ 0.151�◦ 0.34 0.868�

FAI 0.0053�◦ 6.199�◦ 0.142�◦ 0.28�◦ 0.873�

BEER(TS,SB) 0.00571 3.311�◦ 0.205�◦ 0.258�◦ 0.831�◦

FuzzDA (no INF) 0.00559� 5.775� 0.128�◦ 0.24�◦ 0.826�◦
EP-FuzzDA (no INF) 0.0054�◦ 5.796� 0.176� 0.252� 0.836�

(EP-)FuzzDA+GD (no INF) 0.00508�◦ 5.366� 0.142�◦ 0.263� 0.831�

(EP-)FuzzDA+TS (no INF) 0.00559� 5.775� 0.167� 0.243�◦ 0.817�◦
(EP-)FuzzDA+CX (no INF) 0.00508�◦ 6.241�◦ 0.147� 0.252�◦ 0.836�

(EP-)FuzzDA+Prob 0.00612 3.867�◦ 0.827 0.284�◦ 0.876�◦
(EP-)FuzzDA+RelDist 0.00626 3.76�◦ 0.749�◦ 0.278�◦ 0.873�◦
(EP-)FuzzDA+Roulette 0.00465�◦ 3.015� 0.755�◦ 0.327� 0.91

FuzzDA+INF 0.00629 3.639� 0.833 0.28� 0.879�

EP-FuzzDA+INF 0.00574�◦ 4.333�◦ 0.744�◦ 0.284� 0.862�◦

All base RS 0.00459◦ 0.286 0.223◦ 0.34 0.906

All base agg. 0.00571 1.513◦ 0.61◦ 0.34 0.885◦
All (EP-)FuzzDA 0.00632 2.958◦ 0.833◦ 0.327◦ 0.91

NovI D@5 stands for iterative novelty at 5th user’s iteration. GD, TS and CX stand for gradient descent,
fuzzy Thompson sampling and contextualized votes assignments, respectively. Prob and RelDist denote
probabilistic and relevance discount penalty models for implicit negative feedback (INF). Best results are
depicted in bold, while best results per category (divided by horizontal line) are underlined. With “�” we
denote significant differences (p-value < 0.05) between the best and other approaches w.r.t. paired t-test,
while with “◦” we denote significant differences w.r.t. best approach per category

provided the best incremental novelty scores as well as slightly better diversity scores
than Relevance discount ones, while CTR results were mostly similar.

As for the variants of aggregation algorithm, results w.r.t. both datasets were rather
contradictory for individual observed metrics. Also the ordering of FuzzDA vs. EP-
FuzzDA algorithms changed considerably when INF was/was not included. Proper
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Fig. 9 Boxplot of KL-divergence between per-RS relevances as assigned by the aggregator and per-RS
sums of recommended items’ relevances on ML1M dataset. Note that y-axis is logarithmic

selection of the aggregation algorithm seems to depend on the particular parameters
of the target website.

Evaluating fairness of FuzzDA framework
Before continuing to the detailed results, let us briefly report on the fairness of

individual aggregators. Figure 9 depicts a boxplot of KL-divergence values (i.e., the
fairness of base RS representation) for several variants of FuzzDA framework as well
as selected baselines. Fairness of baseline aggregators varies greatly. Unsurprisingly,
the lowest fairness was achieved by WAVG (KL-divergence of 0.45 in average). We
assume that this was caused by the presence of systematic bias inherent for all item-
wise approaches. BEER(TS,SB) achieved mean KL-divergence of 0.12. In this case,
the main cause of elevated KL-divergence score was a simple fact that the RS selection
procedure was not designed to be fair. Instead, BEER(TS,SB) tends to over-sample
the best-performing RS (as compared to the proportion given by the estimated values
of the beta distribution), which causes discrepancies in the distributions. The FAI
algorithm was the best-performing baseline with mean KL-divergence of 0.042. We
assume that the remaining discrepancies may be caused by the fact that FAI does not
account for mutually preferred items and for varying preference intensities.

As for the FuzzDA variants, EP-FuzzDA outperformed FuzzDA approach almost
by the order of magnitude (in average 0.007 vs. 0.056) as long as a fixed selection
procedure is considered. It also significantly outperforms all other evaluated variants.
Nonetheless, if aRoulette-based item selection procedure is employed, the fairness lev-
els drop considerably (0.22 in average). Seemingly, the fairness-preserving selection
process is rather fragile and any randomness responsible for the occasional selection
of not so fair items hurts the targeted fairness beyond repair.

The overall evaluation revealed importance of considering the results in the context
of more than just one metric. For instance, while high CTR values of some particular
system indicate good level of short-term user goals fulfilment, reasonable values of
incremental novelty and diversity may be needed to secure its long-term applicability.
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Fig. 10 Comparison of CTR with novI D at 5th iteration per user for all evaluated variants of ST dataset.
Note that for the sake of comprehensibility, we only labeled individual results with corresponding groups,
e.g., each red dot represents mean results of a single base RS in a respective evaluation scenario

On the other hand, several baseline algorithms provided significant improvements
of some beyond-accuracy metric, but at the cost of large drops in CTR relevance
score. Furthermore, individual evaluated scenarios may have a considerable effect
on applicability of each strategy. Therefore, in the next several sections we focus
on the interplay between evaluated metrics and on the effect of evaluation scenarios.
Specifically, the effect of iterative novelty is observed in Sect. 5.1.2. Next, in Sect. 5.1.3
we focus on several variants of per-user diversity and on the effect of popularity bias
in Sect. 5.1.4. Finally, in Sect. 5.1.5, we aim on the comparison of individual variants
of FuzzDA framework w.r.t. different evaluation settings.

5.1.2 Iterative novelty

Figures 10 and 11 depict the interplay between the accuracy of RS (CTR) and itera-
tive novelty of recommended items (novI D) for ST and ML1M datasets, respectively.
Please note that in these figures (as well as in the next sections), we only reference indi-
vidual approaches with a corresponding group they belong to (e.g., base RS, baseline
aggregator, etc.). This is mainly for the sake of comprehensibility and also because we
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Fig. 11 Comparison of CTRwith novI D at 5th iteration per user for all evaluated variants ofML1M dataset

want to focus on overall trends in the results. Nonetheless, if some particular approach
performs exceptionally, it is mentioned in the text.

For most of the evaluation scenarios, FuzzDA approaches with implicit negative
feedback penalization (INF) performed on or close to the Pareto front.24 Various INF
strategies have a considerable impact on the levels of iterative novelty. For power-
law user’s noticeability model, introducing more novelty via INF resulted in a slight
decrease of CTR performance, even in R = 2 and R = 3 scenarios. This is quite
understandable as this model assumes that there is a very high average chance that the
user does not notice recommended items. In other two noticeability models, INF was
able to improve novelty with only minimal CTR penalties, or even simultaneously
increase both novelty and CTR (static models with R = 2 and R = 3 and linear
model with R = 3 for ML1M dataset).

In ST dataset, most of the FuzzDA variants outperformed all base RS in terms of
CTR for all evaluation scenarios. In ML1M dataset, one base RS (iKNN) significantly
outperformed all other base RS in terms of CTR. This poses some difficulties for
RS aggregators to adjust. BEER(TS,SB) algorithm was able to quickly adapt to the
situation and mainly follow iKNN recommendations. Therefore, its performance is

24 I.e., there are no other approaches that would increase the results w.r.t. one of the metrics, while the
other would not be decreased. For more detailed description of Pareto front see https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Pareto_efficiency.
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Fig. 12 Comparison of novCF and novCB with CTR and novI D at ST dataset. Only the results of linear
user model are depicted

close (yet inferior) to iKNN in R = 1. Other RS aggregators (including variants of
FuzzDA) are mostly rendered between i K NN and other base RS. Nonetheless, the
situation changed for R = 2 and 3.

Results of other two novelty metrics (novCB and novCF ) closely resemble those of
novI D as can be seen in Fig. 12. Seemingly, results of both metrics were overwhelmed
by a simple presence of the same items in the previous iterations (resulting into zero
novelty), so the presence of similar items in previous iterations (resulting into small, but
nonzero novelty) does not change the ordering of items much. The last row of Figs. 12
and 13 shows the comparison of novCB and novCF for linear evaluation scheme on
ST andML1M datasets, respectively (similar results were obtained also for remaining
ST and ML1M evaluation scenarios). Also, the results of per-user relative coverage
were highly similar to those of iterative novelties, so we omit them as well.

Let us now focus a bit more on the development of novI D metric between iterations
and on the effect of various INF penalization strategies on it. Figure14 depicts results
of FuzzDA with context-aware votes assignments together with several baselines.
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Fig. 13 Comparison of novCF and novCB with CTR and novI D at ML1M dataset. Only the results of
linear user model are depicted

INF penalization clearly increases the iterative novelty scores, where mean penalty
score has a significant impact on the level of increase. With the same levels of
mps, probabilistic penalization provides slightly more novelty than relevance dis-
counts, especially for a first couple of user’s interactions. The novelty of all evaluated
approaches gradually drops with additional interactions. This is not so surprising as
the volume of potentially relevant items is not unlimited. Nonetheless, all INF penal-
ization variants consistently increased the iterative novelty as compared to the FuzzDA
baseline.

Methods with highmps experience a sudden drop around 6th iteration. This is sup-
posedly an effect of the utilized length of history, which considers negative feedback
obtained within last-5 iterations. From 6th iteration onward, already recommended
items may tend to regularly re-appear in the recommendations results, which natu-
rally hurts the iterative novelty metric. This behavior corresponds to the assumed level
of user’s preference stability as discussed in Sect. 2.5 and can be changed by simply
considering longer or shorter feedback history if necessary.

The “zigzag” shape curves for R = 2 and R = 3 are caused by repeated requests
for recommendation with the same user profile. I.e., recommenders are forced to
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Fig. 14 Development of iterative novelty w.r.t. volume of recommendation requests per user. RelDis stands
for relevance discounts penalization, Prob stands for probabilistic penalization and mps stands for mean
penalty score (Eq.14). For RelDis and Prob results, alpha color channel corresponds to the mps values;
fully opaque line would correspond to mps = 1, fully transparent to mps = 0

recommend again for the same user profile, which often causes significant drops in
the novelty (up to zero novelty for most base RS). Methods with higher mps can con-
siderably reduce this novelty drop. For later user’s interactions (5+), some additional
baselines (RandKfromN or FuzzDA+Rand with q = 1) provided higher novelty than
evaluated INF penalization variants. Nonetheless, these baselines perform inferior
w.r.t. CTR by a large margin.

To conclude, variants of FuzzDA framework with INF provide the best trade-off
between CTR and iterative novelty metrics. Especially the probabilistic INF model
with higher mps can maintain high levels of iterative novelty for the whole period of
supposedly stable user’s preferences. As long as items’ noticeability and users’ pref-
erence stability are correctly inferred, employment of INF models can have beneficial
effects on overall relevance of recommendations as well.
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Fig. 15 Comparison of per-user diversities divCF and divCB with CTR on ST dataset. Only the results of
static user model are depicted

5.1.3 Per-user diversity

Let us now focus on the diversity metrics. Figures15 and 16 depict results w.r.t.
mean per-user CB and CF diversities on ST and ML1M datasets, respectively. Again,
FuzzDA variants with INF are on or close to the Pareto front in the most cases.
However, unlike the novelty results, INF does not distribute results along the diversity
axis too much, so there are other approaches offering more diverse results at the price
of decreased relevance. FuzzDA algorithms without INF already provide reasonable
levels of diversity (as compared to their results w.r.t. novelty) and INF does not provide
so large improvements. For RS aggregators, CF and CB diversity scores are quite
correlated (see the last rows of Figs. 15 and 16); however, there are considerable
discrepancies in base RS’s performance. This observation comes naturally from the
fact that some collaborative or content-based paradigm is employed by each base RS,
whichmakes it more susceptible to lower diversity w.r.t. this aspect. RS aggregators on
the other hand can mitigate this effect by merging multiple base RS. This usually led
to slightly lower diversities than the best base RS, but kept reasonable diversity levels
for both metrics. Also note that the evaluated aggregators (except for WAVG+MMR)
did not explicitly consider any diversity enhancement post-processing such as MMR
(Carbonell and Goldstein 1998) or xQuad (Santos et al. 2010). Therefore, the achieved
diversity levels can be attributed solely to the aggregation procedure and can be further
increased via post-processing if necessary.
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Fig. 16 Comparison of per-user diversities divCF and divCB with CTR onML1Mdataset. Only the results
of static user model are depicted

As for the variants of the aggregation algorithm, EP-FuzzDA provided slightly
higher per-user diversity values as compared to FuzzDA (in average 0.263 vs. 0.248,
p-value: 3.0e–8 for divCB and 0.841 vs 0.833, p-value: 0.03 for divCF ) on ST dataset.
The trade-offwas a slight decrease ofCTR (0.00496 vs. 0.00524),whichwas, however,
not statistically significant. Similar results were obtained forML1M as well. This may
be an effect of the fact that EP-FuzzDA provides more proportional representation of
base RS, which in turn increases the diversity metrics.

Figures 17 and 18 depict results w.r.t. selection-wise diversity (i.e., the diversity of
per-user clicked items) for ST and ML1M datasets, respectively.25 We only depict the
results of static model; the results were quite similar for other noticeability models as
well.

Notably, diversity of user’s selections was considerably higher for RS aggregators
than for individual base RS (except for divCF on ML1M dataset). This may be one
argument for using the RS aggregation as an approach for penetrating the filter bubble.
FuzzDA+INF variants secured the highest values of CF diversity of selected items on
ST dataset and CB diversity of selected items on ML1M dataset. Interestingly, the
dependence between collaborative diversity and CTR on ST dataset was almost linear
similarly as CB diversity on ML1M dataset. However, results of the other two pairs
were much more spread out. We assume this might be an artefact of recommenders
utilized during the data collection process (content-based in ST dataset and collabora-

25 Note that we only included results for users with 2+ clicked items.
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Fig. 17 Diversity of user’s selection vs. CTR and diversity of recommendations on ST dataset. Only the
results of static user model are depicted

tive in ML1M), but we plan to analyze this phenomenon in more detail as a part of our
future work. Also note that the relation between selection-wise and recommendation-
wise diversity is not quite linear (see last rows of Figs. 17 and 18). Therefore, it seems
important to observe both metrics to determine the effect of RS on phenomena such
as filter bubbles.

To conclude, variants of FuzzDA—although not directly optimized for diversity—
provided relatively high values of all evaluated diversity metrics with the exception of
selection-based collaborative diversity onML1M dataset. We suspect that in this case,
low diversities may be caused by the biased feedback acquirement process inherent
for ML1M. In other words, if most of the selected items are similar w.r.t. CF, then
elevating CTR would result in decreased CF diversity because there is simply not
enough diversity in the test set data. INF strategies as well as Roulette-based selec-
tions can usually further increase the diversity of FuzzDA approaches especially for
larger R. However, for Roulette-based selections this comes with the price of lower
CTR. Thanks to the high values of CTR, iterative novelty and per-user diversities,
FuzzDA+INF variants have good preconditions to maintain the long-term relevance
of recommendations.
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Fig. 18 Diversity of user’s selection vs. CTR and diversity of recommendations on ML1M dataset. Only
the results of static user model are depicted

Fig. 19 Popularity Lift vs. CTR on ST andML1Mdataset. Only the results of linear usermodel are depicted
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Fig. 20 Comparison of FuzzDA and EP-FuzzDA algorithm variants with INF penalties. Novelty vs. CTR
trade-off is depicted in the left, while the trade-off between CF and CB diversities is in right

5.1.4 Popularity bias

Finally, we evaluated the approaches w.r.t. popularity bias. Figure19 depicts results of
Popularity lift compared with CTR. FuzzDA variants obtained relatively high values
similarly as other RS aggregators. Yet still, the popularity lift values of FuzzDA or,
e.g., BEER(TS,SB) were considerably lower than those of the worst base RS. As such,
decreasing popularity bias of some (relevant but highly biased) RS via its aggregation
with other, less biased RS is a plausible strategy to some extent. Nonetheless, if this
direction is pursued, FuzzDA variants does not provide any special advantage w.r.t.
popularity lift results over other aggregation strategies.

By utilizing INF penalization and especially Roulette-based items selection, the
popularity lift can be decreased to some extent (especially for R = 2 and R = 3),
but several base RS and baseline aggregators still received lower popularity lift scores
(at the cost of lower CTR). In general, high values of CTR were almost exclusively
achieved by approaches with high Popularity lift. It seems that in order to decrease the
popularity bias of RS, some sacrifices to the overall recommendation relevance have
to be made.

5.1.5 Comparing variants of FuzzDA algorithm

We also focused on a more detailed evaluation of individual variants of the FuzzDA
framework. We found considerable differences between the performance of FuzzDA
and EP-FuzzDA aggregation algorithms with TS and no INF penalties. Specifically,
on ML1M dataset EP-FuzzDA received higher iterative novelty (0.275 vs. 0.202,
paired t-test p-value: 2.3e–6), higher CF diversity (0.763 vs. 0.724, p-value: 1.2e–
10), higher CB diversity (0.355 vs. 0.353, p-value: 0.022) and lower popularity lift
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Fig. 21 Comparison of gradient descent (GD), fuzzy Thompson sampling (TS) and contextualized votes
assignment strategies. Variants with INF penalization are displayed

(4.76 vs. 5.498, p-value: 2.3e–11) at the cost of slightly lower CTR (0.00552 vs.
0.00563, p-value: 0.04). Similar results (except for the popularity lift) were obtained
also for ST dataset.While comparing FuzzDA vs. EP-FuzzDAwith INF strategies (see
Fig. 20), results slightly differ. Notably, FuzzDA outperforms EP-FuzzDA w.r.t. CTR
and incremental novelty for all R values. On the other hand, EP-FuzzDA outperforms
FuzzDA w.r.t. both CB and CT diversity of recommendations in most cases. (FuzzDA
was slightly better w.r.t. divCB on some variants of ML1M evaluations.) Therefore,
the final selection of aggregation algorithm should be done based on the relative
importance of these metrics in particular scenarios.

As for the votes assignment strategies, without INF penalization, all three variants
performed similarlyw.r.t. all diversitymetrics.GDvariant achieved considerably lower
iterative novelty in ML1M dataset: in average 0.127 for GD compared to 0.239 for TS
(paired t-test p-value: 0.002) and 0.228 for CX (p-value: 0.003). On ST dataset, CX and
GD achieved similar novelty, while TS dominating both of them. CX variant received
higher average popularity lift score in both datasets. OnML1M dataset, popularity lift
for CX was 5.28, while for it TS was 5.13 (p-value: 0.0003) and for GD it was 4.79
(p-value: 3.4e–5). On ST dataset, popularity lift for CX was 6.622, while for TS it
was 5.848 (p-value: 3.7e–5) and for GD it was 5.673 (p-value: 4.3e–5). These results
seems unaffected by the introduction of INF penalties as can be seen in Fig. 21 (right).
While evaluating variants with INF penalties, we observed rather larger differences
w.r.t. CTR for R = 1 scenarios (Fig. 21, left). The best results were obtained by TS
followed by CX and GD approaches. Nonetheless, the performance difference tends
to vanish for larger R values (Fig. 21, center).

Finally, we focused on the variants of INF penalization. Figure22 depicts dependen-
cies between various diversity metrics and INF penalization strategies on ST dataset.
It can be seen that in general, probabilistic penalization schemes achieve higher values
of all evaluated diversity metrics. Similar results were obtained for iterative novelty as
well (average novI D@5 of 0.536 for Prob, while 0.469 for RelDist on ST dataset,
paired t-test p-value: 8.7e–17). Probabilistic penalization also reduced the popularity
lift more (5.017 vs. 5.217 on ST dataset, p-value: 1.0e–9) and provided higher values
of CF diversity (0.848 vs. 0.839 on ST dataset, p-value: 6.1e–32) and CB diversity
(0.261 vs. 0.253 on ST dataset, p-value: 3.9e–28). Again, those improvements come
with a price of a slight decrease in CTR (0.00548 vs 0.00553 on ST dataset, p-value:
0.03). Given the favorable trade-off between decreased CTR and increased beyond
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Fig. 22 Comparison Relevance discount (RelDis) and Probabilistic (Prob) penalization strategies on ST
dataset. Variants of votes assignment strategies are displayed as well

accuracy metrics, we can recommend usage of Prob strategy instead of RelDist for
most scenarios.

To conclude the offline evaluation section, variants of FuzzDA framework in gen-
eral provided exceptional performance w.r.t. CTR and incremental novelty, especially
in scenarios with larger R values. They also provided favorable results for a range
of per-user diversity metrics. Results of popularity bias were rather mediocre for
variants of FuzzDA as compared with other baseline aggregators. Therefore, if the
per-item fairness is a key requirement of some particular domain (e.g., in multiple
vendor scenarios), additional strategies mitigating popularity bias should be employed
(Abdollahpouri 2019). Other than this, FuzzDA variants provide a favorable mixture
of features for maintaining good long-term RS performance. Selection of a particu-
lar variant of FuzzDA should be considered w.r.t. the estimated features of the target
domain. Selection of INF penalization strategy has a determining effect in situations
with larger R values, while other components affect especially R = 1 results.

5.2 Online results

In order to verify the observations of offline simulations, we also evaluated some of the
proposed methods in an online setting. Specifically, we conducted a between-subject
A/B-testing, i.e., each user was assigned one RS variant at random.

In total, we evaluated five recommending strategies. As a baseline, we selected
the best-performing base RS from offline scenario (a variant of Word2vec). We also
included two methods evaluated in the preliminary study (Peška and Balcar 2019):
BEER(TS,SB) and FuzzDA with GD-based votes assignments and no INF adjust-
ments. Finally, two variants of EP-FuzzDA were evaluated: one with TS-based and
the other with CX-based votes assignments. Both EP-FuzzDA variants also employed
a probabilistic penalization with linear models for noticed(k) and relevant(t) func-
tions. For noticed(k), the max and min values were set at 0.5 and 0.0, respectively,
and for relevant(t) themax andmin values were set at 1.0 and 0.5, respectively. The
penalization values were selected at rather lower scale (mps = 0.19) due to the fact
that recommendations are usually displayed on the edge of initially visible area in ST
website.
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Table 5 Results of online evaluations on ST website

Algorithm CTR (p-val) PopLift novI D@5 divCF divCB

Word2vec 0.00171 0.0001 1.081 0.15* 0.312* 0.103*

BEER(TS,SB) 0.00231 0.12 1.839* 0.549 0.515* 0.17*

FuzzDA; GD, no INF 0.00244 0.28 10.858* 0.107* 0.823* 0.288*

EP-FuzzDA; TS, Prob 0.00228 0.13 6.401* 0.391* 0.829* 0.299*

EP-FuzzDA; CX, Prob 0.00283 6.691* 0.356* 0.831 0.302

NovI D@5 stands for iterative novelty at 5th user’s iteration. GD, TS and CX stand for gradient descent,
fuzzy Thompson sampling and contextualized votes assignments, respectively. Prob denotes probabilistic
penalty model for INF. Best results are depicted in bold. For CTR, p-values for significance comparison to
the best approach w.r.t. χ2 test are depicted in a separate column. For other metrics, “*” denote significant
differences (p-value < 0.01) between the best and other approaches w.r.t. t-test

The experiment was conducted for a period of approx. one and half month starting
at mid-January, 2021. In total, over 250K recommendations were displayed to users
during the experiment. Table 5 contains results of the online evaluations. The best
results w.r.t. CTR were obtained by EP-FuzzDA with contextualized votes assign-
ments. Nonetheless, the difference of individual approaches w.r.t. CTR was mostly
above the usually considered significance levels (see the second column of Table 5).
Notably, we cannot corroborate that EP-FuzzDA with contextualized votes outper-
formed FuzzDA with GD and no INF (p-value: 0.28) w.r.t. CTR. On the other hand,
plain FuzzDAwas considerably inferior w.r.t. several beyond-accuracy metrics, which
lets us to hypothesize that its performance may degrade in the long term. Nonethe-
less, further evaluations are needed to corroborate this. The results also corroborated
several findings of the offline simulations. INF penalization considerably decreased
the popularity bias for FuzzDA variants. Base RS and FuzzDA algorithms tend to
receive relatively low iterative novelty scores, which was improved by the usage of
INF penalization as well. All three variants of FuzzDA algorithm provided highly
diverse results (both CF and CB) and considerably outperform their counterparts w.r.t.
these metrics.

Rather surprising was a relatively large difference in the CTR between both EP-
FuzzDA variants as they only differ in the votes assignment strategy.26 Note that
both methods performed highly similar w.r.t. average novelty, diversity and popu-
larity bias metrics. However, by analyzing the votes assignment logs, we found that
both algorithms tend to prefer rather different base RS. Most popular and BPR MF
recommendations were often utilized by EP-FuzzDA+TS. The votes assignment of
EP-FuzzDA+CXwere quite diverse even in the later stages of the experiment (which is
natural, given the contextual dependence of votes), but variants of Cosine CB received
higher votes quite often—see Fig. 23. In our logs, higher values for cosine CB corre-
lated with lower values for BPRMF variants and Most Popular algorithm. Seemingly,
EP-FuzzDA+CX created at least two voting profiles based on the received context.
It is possible that although the overall parameters of both EP-FuzzDA+CX and EP-

26 In the terms of absolute difference. In the following text, we assume that the p-value of 0.13 is sufficient
to derive tentative conclusions.
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Fig. 23 Assigned votes distribution for EP-FuzzDA+CX during online evaluation. Note that first 20% of
records were removed as votes tend to fluctuate a lot during the early learning stages

FuzzDA+TSwere similar, the capability of context-aware partitioningwas the decisive
factor for higher conversions rate of theCXvariant. Similar patternswere also observed
in the offline simulation logs of several CX variants, but with lower intensity.

6 Conclusions and outlook

In this paper, we proposed several variants of FuzzDA framework for proportional
aggregation of recommender system’s results under the constraints of dynamic RS.
The framework consists from an aggregator, a votes assignment strategy and a model
for negative implicit feedback incorporation. We proposed several options for each of
framework’s components.

The FuzzDA framework was extensively evaluated both by offline simulations and
in onlineA/B testing. In offline simulations,we focused on the role of repeated requests
for recommendation, varying noticeability of objects and on an interplay between
various evaluation metrics. Variants of the proposed framework secured a reasonable
combination of evaluated metrics, often placed on or close to the Pareto front. In
the online evaluation, a variant of EP-FuzzDA with contextualized votes assignment
strategy received the highest CTR scores as well as highest per-user diversities.

There are several topics that we left for the future work. Some tasks are rather
minor, such as exploring the potential of ranked discounts for EP-rel-sum criterion or
determining the effect of user’s preference stability on the recommendation results.
Somewhat more challenging are adjustments of the user noticeability models. For
example, by monitoring additional feedback (scrolling, mouse movements) and page
layout, we can improve the estimation of whether the objects were actually noticed by
the user. While this is doable in the online settings (Peska and Vojtas 2017), models
of noticeability capable to process such information have to be proposed. Also, it
is currently unknown how to transfer this knowledge into the offline simulations.
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Another direction would be to estimate the ability of individual objects to “catch”
user’s attention.

Another rather complex topic is centered around the question of how to perform
offline evaluation correctly. While studying the online results, we were surprised by
the differences in the performance of twoEP-FuzzDAvariants, which only differ in the
applied votes assignment strategy. We tracked the probable cause to the capability of
one variant to adjust for the user’s current context, especially the type of page the user is
currently visiting. This is a feature we are currently unable to fully reproduce in offline
simulations as it also incorporates a different model of user’s selection behavior. Being
able to automatically adjust the mixture of base RS according to the current context
may be an important step towards unified self-adjusting recommending ecosystems.
Nonetheless, inability to properly evaluate such systems offline may lead the research
astray. Therefore, bridging this gap may be one of the most important challenges for
our future work.

Acknowledgements Source codes of FuzzDA framework are available from https://github.com/sbalcar/
HeterRecomPortfolio.
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